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The New WPI and Beyond 
ast year 's annual report was 
prefaced with an editor's note that 
set forth an ambitious agenda: "In 
fiscal year 1993, the college com-
pleted a major period of self-evalu-
ation and began the weighty task of deter-
mining how it will mold itself into the type of 
institution best able to thrive and grow in 
the decades ahead ." As you will see, we 
have indeed been asking ourselves what it 
means to thrive and grow in these challeng-
ing times. We've also come to appreciate 
that we have not yet completed-nor will we 
complete any time soon-our self-evalua-
tion. In fact, continuous critical self-
appraisal is the key to the growth in excel-
lence to which we aspire. 
This annual report is the ninth and last in 
the series spanning my presidency of WPI. It 
begins with a review of the actions taken 
over the past year in response to the recom-
mendations of the Blue Ribbon Task Force. 
The task force's report was the focus of my 
message in the 1992-93 annual report. 
One action taken was the hiring of 
marketing consultants Barton Gillet to study 
how WPI is perceived within its most impor-
tant marketplace: the group of potential 
students. This report goes on to summarize 
our efforts this year to refocus WPI's image 
in that marketplace in response to Barton 
Gillet's recommendations. 
The report concludes with a look at our 
initial planning efforts for WPI's next 
comprehensive fund-raising campaign. The 
campaign will be designed to develop the 
funds needed to position WPI to best serve 
the needs of our students, our faculty and 
our society as we enter a new millennium. 
The emphasis on planning you will find 
in the pages that follow will not surprise 
readers of earlier editions of this annual 
report series. My first report , for the 1985-86 
fiscal year, established an agenda for strate-
gic excellence; each successive report has 
commented on some aspect of our progress 
toward that agenda. This year 's report 
continues that commentary. 
Background 
To appreciate fully why it seems necessary 
to reposition WPI , one must begin by 
looking back to the beginning of this decade. 
At that time, WPI was just concluding the 
highly successful Campaign for Excellence, 
which ultimately yielded $63. 7 million-
121 percent of its $52.5 million goal. At the 
request of the Board of Trustees, a steering 
committee was at work developing a new 
strategic plan to guide WPI's development 
through the 1990s. The resulting plan, which 
was approved by the faculty and the 
trustees in the spring of 1990, has six goals: 
Goal 1: Enhance the Level of 
Excellence in Undergraduate Education 
Goal 2: Enhance the Level of 
Excellence in Graduate Education 
Goal 3: Increase the Quality and 
Quantity of Research and its Recognition 
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Goal 4: Enhance the Quality of 
Life on Campus 
Goal 5: Meet the Needs of Professionals 
for Continuing Education 
Goal 6: Strengthen WPI's External 
Relationships 
With the passage of the strategic plan, 
we began focusing our operations toward 
achieving these goals; each year since we've 
highlighted our progress in the annual 
report. But by the fall of 1991, it was becom-
ing obvious that the strategic plan might 
have to be rethought. Several external 
factors, most particularly the dramatically 
increasing cost of institutional financial aid, 
were placing enormous budgetary pressure 
on WPI , creating the prospect of an even 
more challenging future than that 
envisioned by the plan's drafters . 
Accordingly, the Blue Ribbon Task Force, 
whose members were drawn from th e 
faculty, staff, student body and Board of 
Trustees , was charged with developing a 
comprehensive plan for the Institut e. 
Reflecting the strategic plan where possible, 
it would maintain and enhance WPI as it 
charted a course through the many 
demographic, societal and financial uncer-
tainties of the next decade. The plan also 
had to assure the financial equilibrium of the 
operating and capital budgets. 
Given the magnitude of its objective, it 
is not surprising that the Blue Ribbon Task 
Force did not succeed completely in devel-
oping a comprehensive plan. But it did 
confirm that we face vexing, largely external-
1 y imposed finan cial problems . It also 
developed a framework for addressing them 
in the contexts of quality of life, academic 
experience and financial equilibrium. 
In its final report, the BRTF made a number 
of recommendations , but its vision for WPI's 
future is probably best captured by the follow-
ing excerpt from the executive summary: 
"Quality in all we do is essential to our 
continuing success. WPI must take advan-
tage of its strengths in technology and 
broaden along technical lines; be sensitive 
to the needs of its customers, both finan-
cially and educationally; be flexible program-
matically to meet their needs; and produce a 
higher quality program at a lower consumer 
and institutional cost." 
. . . and in these two recommendations: 
"That the WPI of the 21st century be 
a technologically based comprehensive 
university." 
"That WPI's 'broadening' include a more 
vital role for the Humanities and Social 
WPI JOURNAL 
Science and Policy Studies departments in 
contributing to these emerging interface 
technologies .... " 
Under the guidance of the Community 
Council, which was formed in 1992-93 in 
response to a recommendation of the 
Commission on Residential and Social Life, a 
number of initiatives were begun in the fall 
of 1993 to respond to the BRTF recommen-
dations. These included 
C> four campus open forums. These 
explored each of the BRTF emphasis 
areas-quality of life, academic experi-
ence and financial equilibrium-and 
engaged the community in a discussion 
about parking under the aegis of the new 
Parking Committee. 
C> the hiring of the marketing firm of Barton 
Gillet to determine how prospective 
students would receive the BRTF recom-
mendations relating to the academic 
experience. 
C> the soliciting of proposals from the 
faculty to develop academic programs in 
"interface disciplines. " These would 
build on our considerable existing 
strengths and broaden WPI's appeal to 
students who might not otherwise con-
sider matriculating at what they perceive 
to be a narrow engineering school. 
As the fall of 1993 progressed, it became 
clear that the financial problems facing WPI 
were even more difficult than the BRTF had 
foreseen . Because of the continuing escala-
tion in the amount of institutional financial 
aid WPI must make available to remain 
competitive, total tuition revenue net of 
institutional financial aid increased by just 
1 percent in 1992-93 and was projected to 
increase by only 2 percent in 1993-94-even 
with constant enrollments. 
Moreover, applications were dropping 
and it appeared that quality might have to 
suffer to maintain enrollment. These indica-
tors , combined with a continuing national 
decline in interest in technological higher 
education, suggested that a course marked 
by "business as usual" would be fraught 
with difficulty. Ways needed to be found to 
increase net revenue more rapidly than the 
costs of instruction. 
Repositioning 
In its study of WPI's prospective student 
marketplace, Barton Gillet surveyed a total 
of 23, 700 young men and women in the fall 
of 1993: 21,000 students who inquired about 
WPI during 1992-93 but never applied for 
admission (inquirers) ; 2,000 students who 
applied and were accepted, but who chose 
not to enroll (no-shows); and 700 students 
who matriculated as members of the Class 
of 1997 (freshmen). The survey uncovered a 
number of interesting-almost startling-
f acts about how prospective students 
perceive us . For example: 
C> 24 percent of the inquirers and 15 per-
cent of the no-shows expressed an 
interest in the biological sciences; only 
4 percent of the freshmen expressed 
such an interest. 
C> 24 percent of the inquirers were interest-
ed in medical careers; only 8 percent of 
the no-shows and 7 percent of the 
freshmen were so inclined. 
C> The factor cited most often by inquirers 
and no-shows to explain why they did not 
choose WPI was a preference for a more 
all-around school (read university) over a 
technological institution (67 percent of 
inquirers cited this as a major reason and 
17 percent said it was a concern; it was a 
major reason for 43 percent of no-shows 
and a concern for 27 percent) . 
C> No-shows were more likely than the 
other groups to cite cost (39 percent 
major factor ; 25 percent concern) and 
quality of life (21 percent major factor; 45 
percent concern) as reasons for not 
choosing WPI. 
Based on these and related data, Barton 
Gillet made several recommendations to 
WPI. Most important, they concluded that 
"only a major repositioning of WPI in the 
marketplace will succeed in making possible 
our escape from the current [financial] 
predicament." They said the basis for such a 
repositioning "already exits in the WPI Plan, 
the directions in which you have been lead-
ing the Institute, and some of the imagina-
tive proposals now on the table . What is 
needed is a focus and a unifying platform 
and direction for these initiatives." 
As part of this major repositioning , 
Barton Gillet, echoing the Blue Ribbon Task 
Force, recommended broadening WPI into a 
comprehensive university. Neither Barton 
Gillet nor the BRTF envisioned WPI compet-
ing with Amherst or Wesleyan for English 
majors . Rather, both groups were seeking 
ways for WPI to attract those potential appli-
cants who would profit from our strengths 
in areas such as the biological sciences, but 
who either don't apply or choose not to 
attend after they've been accepted . 
If we can find a way to get more of these 
students to apply with serious desire to 
enroll, we can be more selective based on 
the ability of our applicants to pay, thereby 
raising the net revenue we receive per 
3 
4 
student. In this way, we can reduce our cost 
for institutional financial aid, thus relieving 
the financial pressures we face. 
The challenge will be overcoming the 
obvious fears these prospective students 
have of being limited by attending what they 
perceive to be a narrowly focused engineer-
ing school. We must find ways to communi-
cate more clearly our existing broad 
strengths in the life and social sciences and 
in the liberal and fine arts. 
Once we attract these nontraditional 
students, who will not be seeking the rigors 
of a traditional engineering education, we 
must provide them with a stimulating and 
nurturing environment. The 
development of interface 
disciplines , an idea pro- f J l 
and to increase the employability of our 
graduates , the Institute should offer a new 
professionally oriented master's degree in 
all appropriate disciplines that WPI's four-
year graduates could earn with just one 
additional year of study-possibly at a 
significant discount. 
3. To help graduates make a rapid and 
successful transition from WPI into work 
or graduate school , we should develop 
preferred supplier relationships with the 
various markets for our graduates. In the 
engineering professions, this would mean 
developing more co-op and intern oppor-
tunities; in pre-professional areas, it could 
leadership in an increasingly technological 
world . Another major portion of the 
proposed investment was to be used to 
create a supportive environment for the 
nontraditional students we would attract 
with the new student-oriented programs in 
the pre-health professions , environmental 
studies, communications and global studies. 
While the specifics of The New WP! have 
encountered intense criticism from faculty 
members and students, there is little 
question in the minds of most members of 
the WPI family that WPI must increase its 
appeal in the marketplace for nontraditional 
students while preserving and enhancing its 
traditional strengths . As 
WPI works to respond to 
the challenges of the mar-
posed by the BRTF, will 
help support this objective 
by creating academic dis-
ciplines that prepare stu-
dents in the liberal arts , 
humanities and sciences for 
the increasingly technical 
nature of these fields , as 
well as for new careers that 
cross the boundaries 
between technical and non-
technical fields . We must 
also make progress on 
enhancing the breadth and 
quality of life at WPI. 
here 1s little question 1n the minds 
of most members of the WP/ family 
ketplace, it must recognize 
that while it is important to 
continue improving the 
quality of its program, that 
will not be sufficient. Barton 
Gillet commented directly 
on this issue: that WP/ must increase its appeal 
in the marketplace for nontraditional "Much of the debate at WPI seems to revolve 
around program quality-
whether the Institute ought 
simply to do better what it 
students while preserving and enhanc-
ing its traditional strengths. already does . Put plainly, 
that is just not the issue. 
The market research does 
not indicate that prospec-
tive students have any 
While the faculty worked 
to plan new programs 
in interface disciplines , Provost Diran 
Apelian and I "went on the road" last fall to 
meet with faculty and staff members, acade-
mic departments , students , alumni , and 
trustees to discuss the implications of the 
Barton Gillet study and the BRTF recommen-
dations. These many meetings culminated in 
a combined discussion at the February 1994 
retreat of the Board of Trustees. The 
essence of that discussion was captured in 
two planning papers: The New WP! (March 
22, 1994) and A Marketing Plan for the New 
WP! (April 14, 1994). 
The substance of the repositioning vision 
of The New WP! is captured in the following 
five fundamental hypotheses: 
1. To attract and nurture students who 
would not traditionally matriculate at 
what they perceive to be only an "engi-
neering school ," we must develop 
student-oriented programs in such 
high-demand areas as the pre-health 
professions , environmental studies , 
communications and global studies. 
2. To further differentiate WPI from its com-
petitors in the marketplace, both for its 
programmatic excellence and its value, 
mean negotiating preferential admission 
programs with appropriate graduate and 
professional schools. 
4. To respond to the concerns of prospec-
tive and matriculated students regarding 
the quality of life at WPI , we should 
accelerate our efforts to fund and build a 
campus center and to improve the 
gender, racial and cultural balance among 
our students, faculty and staff. 
5. To emphasize the changes made in items 
1 to 4, to recognize WPI's status as a 
university in all but name, and to broaden 
our appeal to the 84 percent of the inquir-
ers in the Barton Gillet study who 
expressed a preference for a more 
all-around school, we should change our 
name to WPI University (a name that will 
still hearken back to our roots) . 
The New WP! also proposed a companion 
investment plan totaling $10 million over 
five years to help implement this reposition-
ing vision . A significant portion of that 
investment plan was to be directed at 
broadly marketing WPI University as The 
University of the Future, an institution where 
students would be prepared to provide 
problem with the quality of WPI's program. 
Rather , they prefer a more rounded insti-
tution. Most of the Institute's prospects are 
convinced that they will find in a broader-
based university a more rewarding student 
life, an experience more conducive to lead-
ership development, better preparation for 
professional study, a broader perspective 
on the world around them, and generally, a 
more prestigious qualification. Only a thin 
slice of the prospective student pie is willing 
to consider what is perceived to be a narrow 
engineering school." 
To maintain progress on developing The 
New WP! vision as we seek to build con-
sensus for future directions , the trustees in 
May 1994 authorized WPI to invest $600,000 
beyond the approved budget. In addition to 
funding the first year of development for the 
interface disciplines , this investment will 
Chemistry Professor James Dittami 
and student Hua Qi analyze bio· 
molecules on an NMR scanner. 
Developing programs in high· 
demand areas like pre-health is 
integral to the New WPI vision. 
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enable WPI to continue work toward 
repositioning WPI to satisfy the needs of the 
marketplace. Specific investments will also 
be made in staff support for the Pre-Health 
Professions Program and for a women's 
advocacy program that will help recruit and 
retain women at all levels. 
An ad hoc faculty committee chaired by 
Professor George Phillies has reviewed 18 
proposals for new interface disciplines . 
Most of these focus on course or curriculum 
design for new majors or specialties that will 
use our existing strengths to attract new, 
nontraditional students. We will need 
special marketing efforts to alert prospec-
tive students to these exciting new oppor-
tunities . New programs 
have been recommended , 
' ' 
[> How, when traditional federal and corpo-
rate support for education and research 
is static at best, does WPI make its case 
for support sufficiently compelling to 
succeed over increasingly aggressive and 
sophisticated competition? 
[> And how can we continue to increase the 
recognition for this distinctive institu-
tion , recognition upon which rests the 
success of its future recruitment and 
resource development efforts? 
Comprehensive Campaign 
Ultimately, the continuing development of 
The New WP! vision will require significant 
new resources; that will be the basis for a 
A natural question then will be, what 
added value do students gain by attending a 
private institution like WPI? Beyond the 
value added by an outstanding facul ty, 
leading-edge facilities, and a unique and 
renowned curriculum, there are the less tan-
gib le qualities summarized by the term 
quality of life. As prospective students begin 
to ask the "value-added question," WPI will 
find even greater impetus for raising the capi-
tal resources needed to transform its campus 
to provide the amenities associated with 
comprehensive universities. It will need to 
[> build a campus center 
[> upgrade its residence halls 
[> build a new home for the 
Department of Human-
ities and Arts in American studies, envi-
ronmental policy, interna-
tional studies, pre-law, 
teacher certification, tech-
nology and policy, techni-
cal theater, and economics 
and technology. It has also 
been recommended that 
funds be allocated to 
expand and better market 
existing programs in entre-
preneurship , computer 
networking and communi-
cations , environmental 
studies, pre-health studies, 
industrial engineering, and 
technical communications. 
he comprehensive campaign will 
[> renovate Salisbury Lab-
orat ories to create a 
modern facility for the 
!if e sciences raise endowment and program 
J-. resources for the scholarships, 
fellowships, professorships and pro-
[> provide a new, central 
location for the Office of 
Physical Plant 
[> close West Street to 
create a safer campus 
and an attrac t ive 
pedestrian mall gram opportunities that will support 
the a cademic and quality of life 
[> move parking off the cen-
tral campus and "re-
green" the Quadrangle 
objectives of The New WPI vision. [> upgrade the visual appeal of the campus 
As work continues on 
refining and implementing 
The New WP! vision, it will 
be important to keep these fundamental 
questions in mind: 
[> How, in a period of no growth or even 
contraction, can WPI continue to benefit 
from the excitement, enthusiasm and 
new ideas that come with the 
recruitment of new faculty and staff 
members? 
[> How, when interest in studying tech-
nology related disciplines is dropping, 
and when the cost of preserving and 
enhancing the quality of its academic 
programs is outpacing the ability and 
desire of families to pay for a higher 
education in these disciplines , can WPI 
position itself to gain greater control 
over its revenue? 
[> How, in this period of intense competi-
tion for resources , can the Institute 
maintain the strengths of its effective and 
distinctive outcome-oriented educational 
program, while still striving for the 
efficiency necessary to prosper? 
comprehensive campaign, which is already 
being planned by the Board of Trustees. 
This comprehensive campaign will raise 
endowment and program resources for the 
scholarships , fellowships , professorships 
and program opportunities that will support 
the academic and quality of life objectives of 
The New WP! vision. 
Included in the program resources will 
be money to fund the continuing develop-
ment of technology to assist in learning and 
teaching. For many years , knowledgeable 
people have predicted that the latest 
technology, be it radio , movies , television, 
computers, personal computers, CD-ROMs 
or multimedia, would revolutionize educa-
tion. Yet the real impact of technology on 
education has been minimal. It now appears 
that computers and communications tech-
nology , in combination with powerful 
artificial intelligence and virtual reality 
software, will finally fulfill those predic-
tions , making possible sophisticated and 
affordable self-paced learning. 
[> and re n ova t e and 
expand the facilities of 
Gordon Library 
Conclusion 
WPI has a truly exciting opportunity to build 
on its strengths as it creates the University of 
the Future. But no one can do this alone. It 
will be important that all members of the 
WPI family come together during the next 
year to build consensus for what the BRTF 
termed "bold and aggressive action." While 
the challenge arises from problems in 
attracting enough students with the ability 
and the desire to pay for WPI's traditional 
products , the market data demonstrates 
that these problems can be turned into 
opportunities. And that can be done without 
compromising on quality and by building on 
the Institute's strengths through the 
creation of interface disciplines. 
Renovating Salisbury Laboratories to 
create a home for the life sciences is 
one of several capital projects that 
will likely be goals of a new compre-
hensive fund-raising campaign. 
FALL 1994 

ization that last year 
I percent of all private 
· article reviews some of 
of his presidency. No 
could include all of the 
"In the construction of a country it 
is not the practical workers but the 
idealists and the planners that are 
difficult to find." 
-Sun Yat-sen 
BY MICHAEL DORSEY 
eep pushing against the tree; eventually, it 
will fall over. You just have to hope that 
it doesn't fall on top of you. " With those 
23 words , Jon C. Strauss summed up his 
advice to the 14th president of Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute as he prepared to conclude his 
more than nine years in office as the 13th person to 
preside over the university's fortunes. 
But behind that simple aphorism was a broader 
message made up of a liberal dose of pride in a record 
of substantial accomplishment and a dash of frustra-
tion born of the knowledge that this 129-year-old 
institution, despite the impressive strides it has made 
in the last decade, is not all that it can be, nor has 
it yet done enough to remake itself to meet the new 
challenges of the decades ahead. 
"The world is changing enormously," he says, "and 
it's hard to forecast such change. But the one thing we 
do know is that the world of technology is going to be 
quite different, which means that technological educa-
tion will be quite different. The demand for our product 
is already reduced; the supply has increased, in terms of 
competitive sources of technological talent out there in 
the marketplace. The ability and desire of parents to pay 
for the cost of a private higher education has also 
changed. None of this redounds to our benefit. 
"How do we find a way to build on our distinctive 
strengths as we move forward and attract a broader, 
higher-ability-to-pay audience? That strikes me as an 
enormous challenge, one we cannot ignore. Much of our 
response in the past has revolved around the notion that 
we will simply do better what we have always done. 
That's the argument about a better mousetrap, but it 
doesn't work for mousetraps, either. 
"The world will not beat a path to your door because 
you're better. People have to know you're better and 
know why your being better will make a difference to 
them. WPI is well-positioned to do things in that regard-
FALL 1994 
better positioned than almost any institution I know of. It 
has distinctive competencies that align well with the 
demand , particularly in the life sciences and in the 
technology-related disciplines (the so-called interface 
discipline areas). It has good people and a good under-
standing of the issues. But it has to exploit these things." 
Exploiting WPI's strengths and creating a reformu-lated and stronger university was the goal of The New WP!, a report to the Institute and its trustees 
prepared by Strauss and Provost Diran Apelian this 
spring (see pages 2 to 7). The report's recommendations 
have been much discussed and debated, but only partly 
implemented, to date. 
The New WP! vision was the result of more than a 
year of meetings , deliberations and public discussion. 
But in a larger sense, it represented the culmination of a 
planning effort that began more than nine years ago, in 
June of 1985, shortly after newlyweds Jon and Jean 
Strauss arrived in Worcester at the end of a two-week 
cross-country trip by rail and tandem bicycle. 
Eschewing the standard beginning of a new college 
president's term, the gala inaugural mounted to herald 
the new chief executive 's arrival, Strauss spent 10 
months getting to know WPI-and the challenges it 
faced-better. His research included a city-hopping tour 
of the United States to visit with and listen to a cross-
section of WPI 's alumni. At the conclusion of those 
10 months, Strauss was ready to share his vision for 
the Institute. 
He articulated that vision in "Scholarship: The Vital 
Link,'' his eloquent address to invited guests at his 
formal inauguration on May 10, 1986, and in the first of 
nine messages he would write for WPI's annual report. In 
both forums , Strauss sounded themes that would guide 
his administration and form a consistent focus for WP! 
throughout his presidency. 
To achieve what he labeled strategic excellence, 
Strauss said WP! would have to identify its academic 
strengths -including outstanding educational programs, 
and perhaps more important, areas of excellence 
in scholarship-and selectively invest resources in 
those areas to build the overall level of excellence of 
the Institute. 
And , he said , WP! would need to enhance public 
recognition for the university and use that added recog-
nition to raise more resources . These were intertwining 
WPI JOURNAL 
goals, of course, for excellence in scholarship and educa-
tion helps build recognition and the added resources 
won through greater recognition help build academic 
and scholarly excellence. 
Looking back, Strauss says he believes WP! has made 
major strides on all of these fronts, though he is reluc-
tant to take more than a modest share of the credit. 
"When I arrived at WPI, there was a strong feeling on the 
part of a number of members of the faculty that there 
was a need for them to become more competitive in 
scholarship," he says. "They looked to me to provide 
some focus and leadership in that regard. While I don't 
take personal credit, I think I helped. 
"I also think I helped to make things happen in the 
areas of resource development and recognition. I can't 
point to a lot of big gifts that happened solely because of 
my involvement, but I think I helped set the stage for the 
growth we've seen in that area. 
"I've certainly been quite involved with recognition 
development and have put a lot of effort into that, effort 
that isn't always apparent. My annual report messages 
are an example. They were not written just for our own 
community, but for an external community, as well. They 
have been distributed widely. 
"As I've talked with my colleagues recently, it has 
been clear that those reports , as well as my external 
activities , such as my membership on the NCAA 
From left, manage-
ment professor Helen 
Vassallo, Strauss, 
trustee Howard 
Freeman '40 and 
Jean Strauss at the 
1986 inaugural. 
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From left, new 
laboratories like 
these for work in 
magnetic reso-
nance imaging 
and fire science 
have helped build 
a foundation for a 
growing research 
program. The 
installation of 
a high-speed 
telecommunica-
tions network and 
the construction 
of Fuller 
Laboratories 
were part of a 
campaign to 
improve the 
lnstitute's com-
puter facilities. 
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President's Commission and my involvement in the 
Association of Independent Technological Universities, 
the American Council on Education and other organiza-
tions , have been clearly recognized. 
"But a lot of WPI's growth in recognition, of course, 
has been based on our accomplishments. You don't get 
recognized for a PR campaign. You get recognized for the 
accomplishments you highlight in that campaign. The 
fact that we've had something to say is clearly a result of 
the entire community's work-especially the faculty's 
work-and not just mine." 
Some of WPI's most significant work over the past decade has been its effort to enhance its involve-ment in research. Before the mid-1960s , scholar-
ship was all but nonexistent at WPI. A focused effort to 
spur research resulted in a 20-fold growth in research 
sponsorship between 1965 and 1980. But to many on the 
faculty, that was just a necessary first step. 
In 1984 a faculty committee, chaired by James Pavlik, 
head of the Chemistry Department, undertook a major 
study on educational and professional development that 
culminated in a set of sweeping recommendations. These 
included the expansion of the Office of Graduate Studies 
and Research, improvements to the Institute's educational 
and research facilities , and the creation of funds to provide 
seed money for research and educational development. 
President Strauss' commitment to scholarship 
proved to be the catalyst that helped bring about these 
and other changes (including the upgrading of the dean 
of graduate studies and research to a full-time position, 
the creation of the post of director of research adminis-
tration , and the establishment of the Research and 
Educational development councils). These changes, in 
turn, helped build an institutional foundation for a grow-
ing research program. Another contributing factor was 
the recruitment of dozens of new faculty members-
nearly half of the Institute's tenure-track faculty-over 
the past nine years. 
There are many ways to measure the products of this 
endeavor. One is the flood of articles in refereed journals, 
presentations at academic conferences, and news articles 
that have chronicled the new knowledge uncovered by 
the research community at WPI. Another is the more than 
tripling of annual research support at WPI, from roughly 
$2.5 million when the Strauss presidency began to $7.9 
million in the most recent academic year. One measure in 
which Strauss says he takes special pride is the tripling of 
the four-year average number of Ph.D.s awarded by WPI, a 
figure that currently stands at 20. 
Not unrelated to the Institute's success in research-
and its growing reputation in the community of 
scholars-is the physical infrastructure that has been 
built for research on the WPI campus. This includes a 
host of new laboratories and research centers in a wide 
range of disciplines, many completed or established 
with major awards from philanthropic foundations, 
corporations and government agencies , as well as the 
generous financial support of WPI alumni. 
They include labs for aluminum casting, biomedical 
sensors , bioprocess engineering, ceramics processing, 
computational mechanics , computer and information 
networks, fire science, and magnetic resonance imaging, 
as well as centers for crystal growth in space, image 
understanding, inorganic membrane studies, powder 
metallurgy, shock/dynamics/seismic analysis, and wire-
less information networks. 
These and many other physical and programmatic 
changes and improvements over the past nine years 
have been made possible by a significant growth in the 
Institute's annual bounty of financial support. During the 
Strauss presidency, the yearly value of cash, gifts-in-kind 
and pledges received by WPI tripled, to $18.3 million. A 
significant factor in that growth was the highly success-
ful Campaign for Excellence, which sought to raise $52.5 
million (a goal that seemed unattainable to many) and 
instead brought in $63. 7 million in gifts and pledges by 
its conclusion in late 1990. 
Gifts of endowed funds and prudent investments 
helped double the market value of WPI's endowment to 
$126.5 million. Income from the endowment, in turn, has 
helped offset some of the costs of operating the univer-
sity (as well as supporting scholarships, fellowships and 
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professorships). And, gifts received during the campaign 
and since have helped transform the campus by sup-
porting a host of renovation and construction projects. 
Among the most visible of these is the George F. 
Fuller Laboratories, a magnificent home for the informa-
tion sciences at WPI , which was completed in 1990. 
Fuller was the capstone of a comprehensive campaign to 
improve the Institute's computing capabilities over the 
past decade. 
Through gifts , discounts , special licensing arrange-
ments and direct purchases, WPI and its departments 
have made hundreds of personal computers and 
high-power workstations available to students in general-
access labs , have placed state-of-the-art computing 
machines on the desks and in the labs of faculty mem-
bers, have upgraded the academic and administrative 
computing facilities (more than once) , and have 
acquired a wealth of educational, research, statistics, 
and administrative software. Starting with a major con-
struction project in 1989, the Institute has also linked all 
of these machines to each other-and to the rest of the 
world-with a high-speed campus network. 
Other major construction projects completed in the 
last decade include the restoration of Alden Memorial, 
which in 1992 was reborn as a home for the performing 
arts; the construction of the Fitness Center in Alumni 
Gym; the transformation of the Pub in the basement of 
Sanford Riley into Gompei's Place, a pizzeria and deli; and 
the conversion of the former home of the Lambda Chi 
Alpha fraternity into Institute Hall, a small student resi-
dence. Beyond enhancing its existing campus, WPI has 
succeeded in expanding its grounds over the last decade 
through the purchase of numerous nearby properties , 
many of which now house WP! administrative offices. 
Along with the growth of scholarship, resources and 
facilities has come increased recognition, much as 
Strauss predicted in his inaugural message. For the most 
part, WPI's rising profile is difficult to quantify, but posi-
tive indicators include its success in recruiting students 
from cities and towns well removed from New England 
and considerable anecdotal evidence that the name WPI 
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is now far less likely to be greeted with puzzled looks 
beyond our own backyard. 
Perhaps the most concrete gauge of the Institute's 
enhanced reputation has been its consistently high 
ranking in the annual review of colleges by US News and 
World Report, which placed WP! first in the North among 
regional universities four of the last five years . 
This year, WPI was moved into the far more competi-
tive group of national universities (along with the likes of 
Harvard, Princeton and Yale) , a reflection of its reclassi-
fication as a Doctoral II University by the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. While the 
Institute lost its No. 1 ranking, the change, triggered by 
the growth in the WPI graduate program, only served as 
further recognition of the progress WP! has made in 
scholarship and research. 
These and WPI's many other accomplishments have 
been enumerated in Strauss ' nine annual report 
messages. More than a simple recounting of events and 
activities , these messages have formed a continuing 
chronicle of WPI's efforts to develop a comprehensive 
strategic plan for its future. 
"The concern for planning and the need for insti-
tutional plans have become more and more important in 
higher education, as they have in all for ms of human 
endeavor," Strauss says. "But it is also the case that 
planning is a very strong part of my own career expecta-
tions and of my own approach to management." 
The process of shaping a plan for WP! began in 1985 
when Strauss asked each of the Institute's academic and 
administrative departments to develop plans incorporat-
ing their goals and objectives for the next five years. 
These plans, in turn, helped establish the goals for 
the Campaign for Excellence and set the stage for the 
development of overall institutional objectives. 
The next step on the journey to a strategic plan was 
the development , in 1985-86, of a concise institutional 
mission statement by the Board of Trustees, and the 
passage, in 1986-87, of a statement on institutional goals 
by the faculty. In 1988-89, Strauss appointed three study 
(Continued on Page 14) 
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Three Thousand, Three 
Hundred and Seventy-nine 
Days at One Drury Lane BYJEANSTRAUSS 
The first time I saw One Drury Lane was from the back of a tandem bike as Jon and I peddled into Worcester on the 
last day of June 1985. I was 30 years old and 
we'd been married for just 16 days. While 
Jon was supremely qualified to become 
WPl's 13th president, being the wife of a 
college president was a position for which I 
had no resume. At that moment, from my 
vantage point on the rear seat of the 
tandem, both the house and the role I was 
soon to play seemed enormous-unfillable. 
In those first months and years, I'm sure I 
committed many a faux pas. Fortunately, 
there were lots of wonderful people encour-
aging me to just be myself. They never made 
me feel uncomfortable when life at One 
Drury Lane took whimsical turns. 
Lately, I've grown quite nostalgic about 
what living in Worcester meant to us. You 
can't live in one place for almost a decade 
and not go through monumental changes. 
During our first year in Worcester a fresh-
man mistook me for a student and asked me 
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out. More recently, at Commencement, 
parents would ask me if I had a son or a 
daughter graduating. So I know that I at least 
look different. 
There are a thousand memories we will 
take with us of our days within the walls of 
One Drury Lane. And there were numerous 
lessons I learned during my time at WPI that 
will guide me in the future. For example: 
Rule No. I: Never Hold a Glass of Water 
When You Welcome Visitors 
The first time Don Berth '57, then vice 
president for university relations, came by 
the house, I was a bit nervous. Hoping to 
make a good impression, 1 exuberantly told 
him how glad I was to welcome him to One 
Drury Lane. To my horror, I realized that I'd 
accidentally spilled the glass of water I was 
holding all over Don's shirt and tie. I can still 
see the incredulous look on his face. To his 
credit, Don still visited us frequently over 
the years , though he always seemed wary 
around me if I had anything in my hands. 
Rule No.2: Never a Borrower Be 
For the first faculty wives tea I hosted, I 
borrowed a neighbor's silver tea service. 
This neighbor was wonderfully generous, 
but she neglected to tell me that the ornate 
ball on top of the teapot had broken off and 
had been temporarily reattached with a 
small wad of bubble gum. As I poured the 
first cup of tea for one of my guests, the ball 
fell off and landed right in her cup, trailing a 
stringy glob of gum. Without cracking a smile, 
she said, "I think I would prefer coffee." 
Rule No. 3: Always Check the Flue 
The reception for the first Presidential 
Founder's Dinner (for donors of at least 
$100,000) was held at One Drury Lane. A 
blizzard was raging outside, so five minutes 
before guests were to arrive I decided to 
light the logs in the fireplace to create a 
nice, warm, homey feel. Never thought to 
check the flue . 
Pine boughs make a fast fire-and a lot of 
smoke. Within seconds, every fire alarm in 
the house sounded. It was quite a scene as 
people ran around opening windows, trying 
to fan out the smoke with copies of National 
Geographic, while Jon took the batteries out 
of the alarms. 
Fortunately, because of the storm, our 
first guest was late. She arrived moments 
after we'd closed the last window. "What a 
lovely smokey smell. This place is so warm 
and homey," she said as she walked in. 
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Rule No. 4: Always Check Under the Hood 
A young cat was hanging around the 
neighborhood one February. To get warm, 
it climbed onto the engine block of an Alpha 
Tau Omega fraternity member's car, which 
was parked in the driveway of One Drury 
Lane. When the student started the car, he 
heard a yowl. Opening the hood, he discov-
ered that the poor animal had been severely 
injured by the fanbelt. "I've killed President 
Strauss' cat! Now I'll never graduate!" he 
thought as he raced off to a vet, who man-
aged to stitch up the cat for a sizeable fee. 
Relieved, the student arrived on our 
doorstep that night with the cat wrapped in 
a blanket. When Jon answered the door, the 
student blurted out nonstop what had 
happened, finishing with , " ... and don't 
worry, the vet says your cat will be okay." 
Finally able to get a word in, Jon shrugged 
and said, "But that isn't my cat." The story 
has a happy ending. Jon, an old ATO him-
self, took the stray in. We named it Fanbelt. 
Rule No 5: Tenure Has Advantages, Even 
for College Presidents 
When our chocolate Labrador Retriever, 
Gracie, had 12 puppies (by our German 
Short-Haired Pointer, George), l was con-
cerned that we wouldn't be able to find 
homes for such a large litter. I'm not as 
imaginative as Jon. 
At the weekly faculty dinners we hosted, 
Jon would bring a couple of the tiny pups up 
to the dining room and pass them around 
the table. In less than a month we'd found 
homes for the whole lot. Interestingly, most 
of Gracie's pups went to faculty members 
who had not yet received tenure. (It's proba-
bly just a coincidence that everyone who 
took a pup ultimately did!) 
Rule No. 6: Never Gloat 
One fall I had several trustee wives to 
One Drury Lane for a luncheon. During the 
meal, we got into a discussion about the 
differences between men and women-
particularly about how mothers are more 
instinctively attentive to the needs of their 
children than are fathers. To illustrate, 
I related a recent incident. 
Jon was watching our son Kristoff er, 
who was then a toddler. Engrossed in the 
newspaper, Jon lost track of Kristoffer's 
whereabouts. After searching the house, he 
finally found him in the master bath-seat-
ed inside the toilet, happily splashing water 
as if he were in a wading pool. I said, rather 
emphatically, that that would never have 
occurred on my watch, and everyone nod-
ded in agreement. 
Two of the wives asked if they could 
come back later to see Kristoffer, who had 
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been napping. I was just finishing getting 
dressed for the trustee dinner when the 
doorbell rang. As I hurried downstairs, I real-
ized I had no idea where Kristoffer was. As I 
approached the door, I saw him-inside the 
downstairs bathroom, sitting in the toilet, 
happily splashing. Sheepishly, I answered 
the door with a wet kid in my hands. I've yet 
to live that one down. 
Rule No. 7: Always Use Water and Soap 
to Remove Food Coloring 
One afternoon, our son Jonathon had his 
new friend from pre-school over to play. The 
boy's name was Gabriel, and he had beauti-
ful blond hair. After the kids had enjoyed 
themselves for a couple of hours, Gabriel's 
mom called to say she'd be over soon to 
pick him up. I was in the laundry room when 
Jonathon tapped on the door. "Hey Mom! 
Come see what we did!" 
He led me by the hand to the living room. 
Everything was fine, except that most of 
Gabriel's hair was a deep forest green. "It 
works!" Kristoffer said, proudly holding up 
the bottle of green food coloring that came 
with his chemistry set. 
I didn't know Gabriel's mom all that well, 
so I wasn't sure how she'd feel about her son 
coming home with a new hair color. We raced 
to the kitchen sink and I tried to wash the dye 
out with water. That only made it worse. 
Jonathon kept his head. "Here, Mom," he 
said, handing me a bottle. "Try soap." 
It worked-sort of. At least it wasn't as 
green when Gabriel's mom arrived. The next 
day she told me that at bedtime that night, 
Gabriel's father had asked him if he'd been 
upset when Kristoff er and Jonathon dyed his 
hair. Gabriel nodded vigorously; "I wanted it 
to be orange," he said. 
Jon and I spent exactly three thousand, 
three hundred and seventy-nine days in One 
Drury Lane. It doesn't seem so long unless I 
think about all the events that occurred. My 
mother died. Both of my sons were born. I 
found my birth family and wrote a book 
about the experience. Our kids learned to 
walk, then to talk, then to draw hiero-
glyphics on the walls with crayons. 
We made some wonderful friends during 
our time in Worcester, and shared in many 
happy occasions-and some sad ones. We 
will not forget our days (or these friend-
ships) now that we've moved on to a new 
adventure. It was a privilege being a resident 
of One Drury Lane. I grew to care about WPI 
the way I do about my own alma mater. 
Nine years ago, when we first arrived, 
One Drury Lane seemed huge and unfillable. 
As we spent several weeks packing up our 
belongings, I knew we had managed to at 
least fill the house-and our hearts. 
The Quest to 
Decentralize 
Prior to accepting the post of WPI president, Jon Strauss served as vice president for budget and 
finance at the University of Penn-
sylvania and senior vice president for 
administration at the University of 
Southern California. In both jobs, he 
had great success with a decentralized 
approach to management and budget-
ing, wherein academic departments are 
given greater responsibility for creating 
their own budgets and for generating 
the revenues to support their activities. 
"The major emphasis of my work 
in higher education ... has been on 
bringing the faculty closer to the man-
agement issues and helping them 
understand and become more active in 
resource generation," Strauss told the 
WP/ Journal in his first interview as WP! 
president in 1985. "While I am interested 
in faculty participation in more responsi-
ble and effective use of resources, my 
major interest is in faculty involvement 
in resource development." 
His hope was to institute a similar 
system at WP!. How did that process 
go? Here is his assessment: 
"We developed some rich databases 
on how we earn and how we spend our 
revenues on a decentralized basis, but 
we have not moved from the analysis to 
the synthesis. We have not made our 
departments responsible for earning 
the revenues to cover their program 
costs. In part that reflects the character 
of what historically has been a small 
college, now maturing as a medium-size 
university. And in part that reflects all 
the other things that have been on our 
plate. 
"These have been tempestuous bud-
getary times and there are only so many 
things you can change at once. But we 
do have the data on a decentralized 
basis that we have used in the budgeting 
process and that people are using to 
understand how we do our business. I'd 
recommend continuing to develop the 
data and using it in our decision making, 
because the more years you have of the 
data the more valuable it is and the 
more trends you can see." 
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From left, 
students in a 
recent Strive 
summer program, 
part of WPl's 
efforts to increase 
its diversity; a stu-
dent project team 
in London, one of 
numerous places 
around the world 
students can now 
complete projects; 
a materials testing 
laboratory, impor-
tant to a multi-
disciplinary 
research center 
in intelligent 
materials 
processing. 
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(Continued from Page 11) 
groups made up of trustees, faculty and staff members, 
and students to look at the challenges the Institute 
faced in the areas of enrollment, student life and 
academic programs. 
The study groups reached two fundamental con-
clusions. First, they said it was imperative that WPI be 
recognized nationally for the quality of its educational 
programs and research. And second, they noted that the 
WPI Plan, the foundation of the successes the Institute 
had realized for more than two decades, was the still the 
best vehicle for future excellence. They recommended 
that the Plan be enhanced and that the spirit behind it be 
revitalized and infused into all aspects of WPI. 
This phase in WPI's strategic planning produced the 
recommendation that WPI establish several multidisci-
plinary research centers; develop new, nontechnical 
majors to take advantage of growing student interest in 
fields like management, the humanities and the social 
sciences; commission a comprehensive study of WPI's 
space utilization needs, including the need for a campus 
center; and seek to broaden the diversity of the faculty, 
staff and student body. The Applied Bioengineering and 
Intelligent Processing of Materials centers were 
established and the space study was undertaken; the 
remaining recommendations became the focus of later 
planning. 
In 1990, five years of planning crystallized in a formal 
s trategic plan , which was approved by the Board of 
Trustees that spring. The plan had six goals: enhancing 
the level of excellence in undergraduate education; 
enhancing the level of excellence in graduate education; 
increasing the quality and quantity of research and 
its recognition ; enhancing the quality of life on 
campus; meeting the needs of professionals for continu-
ing education ; and strengthening WPI's external 
relationships. 
In the months that followed , WPI's future direction 
was sharpened by the work of the Marketing Task Force, 
which looked for ways to increase the yield of students 
who could afford to pay WPI's full tuition, and the Com-
mission on Residential and Social Life , which, among 
other recommendations , strongly urged the Institute to 
begin planning for a campus center and argued for the 
importance of community at WPI , which it said was 
WPI's third tower, joining learning and skilled arts . In 
response to a commission recommendation, Strauss 
created the Community Council to foster the spirit of 
community on campus. 
In 1990-91 , WPI took some time away from pondering 
its future to take stock of its strengths and weaknesses. 
The motivation was the 10-year review by the New 
England Association of Schools and Colleges, which 
accredits WPI's educational program. Many faculty and 
staff members spent a good part of the year preparing 
the materials NEASC would need to complete its review, 
including special self-studies on the freshman-year 
learning experience, intellectual and community culture, 
and the role of assessment at WPI. 
As expected, WPI was reaccredited for another 10 
years , with high praise for the excellence of the under-
graduate program, the creativity and loyalty of the faculty 
and staff, the Institute's emphasis on research and schol-
arship, its established culture of balanced budgets, and 
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perhaps most important, the unique "colleagueship" 
between students and faculty. The association also point-
ed out a few areas where WP! had fallen short of his goals. 
One of the most important was the need to increase the 
diversity of its faculty, staff and student body. 
As they have for most educational institutions that 
concentrate on technical disciplines , enrolling more 
women and more students of color, and increasing the 
diversity of its faculty and staff, have been especially 
daunting challenges for WP!. For a variety of reasons , 
women and minorities have always been underrepre-
sented in engineering and science. Reversing that trend 
takes creativity and hard work. 
WP! has made progress. More focused equal opportu-
. nity hiring practices have helped boost the diversity of 
the staff and administration. New admissions programs 
aimed at reaching out to women applicants, combined 
with the growing number of women faculty members , 
have helped increase the representation of female 
students in the undergraduate population to about 20 
percent, from about 15 percent nine years ago. And stu-
dents of color now make up 4.5 percent of freshmen and 
sophomores, triple the percentage of nine years ago. 
Contributing to that last accomplishment have been 
a variety of programs launched over the past decade. 
These have included COMET, a program supported by 
GTE Corp. and the Massachusetts Board of Regents 
that helped prepare students of color in Worcester for 
academic programs in science and technology, the 
School/College Collaborative, which has sought to 
increase the quantity and quality of science and 
technology education in the public schools, and the 
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General Electric Foundation Scholarships, which provide 
awards to underrepresented minority students based on 
academic achievement and financial need. 
In 1991 United Technologies Corp. awarded WP! a 
five-year, $500,000 grant to support its efforts to increase 
diversity and pluralism. The award funded the creation 
of the Office of Multicultural Affairs and the development 
of Strive for College and Careers in Mathematics , 
Engineering and Science. Strive provides enrichment and 
support for academically talented high school juniors 
from underrepresented minorities interested in careers 
in science and mathematics. Its centerpiece is a four-
week summer program on campus that introduces 
students to the excitement of scientific investigation. 
Augmenting efforts to enroll greater numbers of 
students from underrepresented minorities have been 
programs aimed at helping to support and retain these 
students. These include the new Office of Minority 
Student Affairs and EMSEP (Excellence in Mathematics, 
Science and Engineering Program). The latter includes a 
special new-student orientation, support programs, and 
an early intervention program. 
In addition to helping open the door to a WP! educa-
tion to a broader group of students, the Institute also 
devoted considerable effort and thought over the past 
nine years to improving the quality of that education. In 
part, this has meant "fine-tuning" the experience students 
gain from the WP! Plan, the innovative, project-driven 
educational program approved by the WP! faculty nearly 
25 years ago. The fine-tuning included the adoption of 
distribution requirements by all academic majors and the 
elimination of the all-or-nothing Competency Exam, one of 
the Plan's four original degree requirements. 
Among the most significant enhancements to the 
Plan over the past decade has been the enormous 
growth in opportunities for off-campus project work. In 
1987 the London Project Center, modeled after the 
lnstitute 's first off-campus residential center in 
Washington, D.C. , was inaugurated. Since then, project 
centers and programs have been established in more 
than 15 countries on five continents. 
In 1991 , these programs, along with on-campus initia-
tives like the Center for International Studies, were 
brought together under the umbrella of the Global 
Perspectives Program, which seeks to give all WP! 
students a better understanding of and appreciation for 
other cultures and other ways of doing business-
qualities increasingly valued by business and industry. 
The International Scholars Program was also created to 
recognize, with a designation on their transcripts , 
students who make global studies a substantial part of 
their academic careers. 
By the time the Institute adopted its overall strategic 
plan , a variety of trends were already conspiring to 
make its objectives and strategies almost obsolete. In 
particular, shrinking high school graduating classes and 
declining interest among young people in science and 
engineering were making the process of filling WPl's 
entering classes more and more challenging. 
WPl's efforts in recent years to cast its admissions net 
well beyond its traditional recruiting region and the con-
tinuing attractiveness of the WP! Plan helped the Institute 
continue to meet its enrollment targets. (In fact, it 
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increased undergraduate and full-time graduate enroll-
ment during a time when many of its competitors were 
seeing their classes shrink.) But it accomplished this feat 
by admitting an ever greater percentage of its applicant 
pool. 
Perhaps more important, the ability of WPl's students 
to pay its tuition declined steadily in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s, just as the federal and state governments 
were cutting back on their grant and loan programs. As a 
result , an ever growing percentage of WPI under-
graduates have required financial assistance, placing a 
greater and greater burden on the operating budget. 
"In a five- to six-year period, our institutional aid as 
a percentage of tuition went from 10 percent to 30 
percent," Strauss says . "Nothing else in this world 
changes that rapidly. That's been especially challenging 
] 
Building a Board 
When asked for his list of the most significant achievements of his nine years in office-the ones that will have the most enduring benefits for WPI-Jon Strauss places the growth and development of the 
Board of Trustees close to the top. 
"The board is more than 80 percent different than it was nine years ago," 
he says. "That wasn't an accident. I've put a lot of effort into board recruit-
ment and board development, and by many measures we have one of the 
most distinguished boards in the country. Even if you compare us to institu-
tions with which we would not normally be compared, on a board-to-board 
basis, we will equal or excel almost any cohort of institutions. That's exciting, 
and it will pay enormous dividends to this institution moving forward." 
at an institution like ours with enormous fixed costs and 
longtime commitments to people and programs." 
To respond to these challenges, President Strauss in 
1992 appointed the Blue Ribbon Task Force. The group's 
overriding objective was to fashion a new plan for the 
coming decade. In its final report , prepared for the 
Board of Trustees in May 1993, the task force made a 
number of recommendations organized into the broad 
categories of academic program, quality of life and 
financial equilibrium. 
In addition to echoing previous calls for a campus 
center and urging continuing development of the Global 
Perspectives Program, the task force called for the 
creation of interface disciplines, academic programs that 
cross WPl's traditional disciplinary boundaries and that 
might appeal to "humanists who need to function in 
a technological world ." It was also suggested that 
the Institute hire a marketing firm , Barton Gillet , to 
determine, among other things, the potential demand 
for these and other new programs. 
In the following months , the task force 's report , 
combined with the study by Barton Gillet , became the 
launching pad for The New WP!. In the months ahead, as 
WPI continues its quest for the new ideas, the new direc-
tions, and the new approaches that will keep it strong, 
continue to build its reputation and its appeal to new gen-
erations of students, hone its mission, and bolster the 
excellence of its programs, Strauss says it is his hope that 
the Institute will not lose the sense of urgency that has 
kept it working toward a workable plan for the future. 
"Our own success in the short term has been an issue 
for WPI," he says. "We've made our enrollment targets. 
We've met our budget targets. We've done so by expect-
ing our faculty and staff to perform and work much 
harder, and they have. We have this record of success, 
and yet we're being a contrarian. 
"We've been fortunate, but the risk increases every 
year. Can we continue to maintain enrollment while 
everyone else is losing theirs? We hope so, but it could 
catch up with us. The impetus is increasing. You'd hate 
to do the right thing for the wrong reason." 
As he prepared to assume his new post, Strauss said 
he will miss having the ability to influence the future 
"of a very important institution. Certainly, I'll miss the 
interactions I've had with students, because I will not 
have that in my new role. I will not miss always having to 
be conscious of being the figurehead. It will be nice to 
lead a more normal family life that doesn 't always 
revolve around being the president of WPI. 
"Most of all, Jean and I will miss the interactions we 
have had with the people of WPI. This has truly been one 
of the most extraordinary experiences of our lives. I am 
very proud to have been the 13th president of WPI, and 
even more proud of the hard work and enthusiasm of 
the WPI community that made possible the successes of 
the last nine years." 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
BY ROBERT w. GAILEY 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AFFAIRS 
AND TREASURER 
WPI's overall financial position at June 30, 1994 , continues to be strong. The Institute's investments and fund balances are at an all-time high. The Endowment 
Fund realized an increase in book value of $2.4 million 
for the year. Although WPI enjoys the flexibility of hav-
ing 54 percent of its endowment restricted by the 
Board of Trustees, a low debt to total endowment ratio 
and a healthy total endowment per student ratio, WPI's 
growing tuition dependence, and its relatively high and 
growing financial aid burden will provide a challenge 
to the operating budgets in the years ahead. 
Total assets increased by approximately $16 mil-
lion, or 7.6 percent, to $227 million, while total liabili-
ties increased by $6.2 million. Debt service (principal 
and interest) represented 5.2 percent of unrestricted 
current fund expenditures and mandatory transfers for 
the fiscal year. Investment in property, plant and 
equipment (less accumulated depreciation) increased 
by 14.3 percent to $59.2 million. 
The market value of the Endowment Fund was 
$126,518,000 as of June 30, 1994. Although the fund 's 4 
percent total return was the lowest in several years , it 
exceeded the 3.2 percent benchmark established by 
the trustee Investment Committee. The total return 
compared favorably with the Standard and Poor 's 
stock index gain of i.4 percent and the Shearson 
Lehman intermediate bond index gain of -0.2 percent. 
Total Current Fund revenue increased by $3.3 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1994 to a total of $81.4 million; this 
represented a gain of 4.2 percent over fiscal year 1993. 
There was a small positive bottom line from operations 
for the fiscal year of $10,392, but the Institute increased 
its overall fiscal position (total fund balance) by $9.9 
million, a 5.8 percent gain for the year. 
Total funds expended for instruction and depart-
ment research increased slightly to 34.6 percent of 
unrestricted educational , general and auxiliary rev-
enue. While the annual funds expended for operations 
and maintenance of the physical plant increased slight-
ly, accumulated deferred maintenance on the WPI cam-
pus continued to total about $15 million. 
Student aid awarded from unrestricted current 
funds increased by 13.6 percent to more than $11 .5 mil-
lion; it represented 24.4 percent of the total revenue 
(including room and board) collected from undergrad-
uate students and 27 . 7 percent of undergraduate 
tuition (discount rate). 
While auxiliary operations (housing, food service, 
bookstore, etc.) generated $7.3 million in revenue, the 
cost to generate that resource ran slightly lower. The 
Institute's policy of operating auxiliary services on a 
self-supporting basis was maintained. 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 
YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1994 AND 1993 
1. General Operating Funds (Thousands of Dollars) 
Tuition, fees and other educational revenues 
Student financial aid 
Gifts , grants and bequests, as recognized 
Revenues from sponsored research programs 
Total staff benefit expenses, before allocation 
1994 
$48,837 
17,285 
8,237 
9,320 
7,351 
2. Endowment and Similar Funds (Thousands of Dollars) 1994 
Beginning market values $127,898 
plus: 
Investment results 
Income (interest and dividends) 
Realized gains 
Change in unrealized gains 
Total investment results 
less: 
Used in support of college 
Transferred to restricted funds 
Net reinvested in endowment 
plus: 
Additions to endowments, mostly from gifts 
Ending Market Value 
Five-Year Summary of Total Return Data 
WPI Total Return 
WPI Policy Index 
S&P 500 
Shearson Lehman Int. Bond 
CPI Index 
Copies of the complete audited financial reports for 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute for fiscal year 1994 
can be obtained by writing to: 
Office of Business Affairs 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
100 Institute Road 
Worcester, MA 01609-2280 
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$4,075 
1,855 
(2,907) 
$3,023 
(4,178) 
(1,717) 
(2,872) 
2,574 
$127,600 
'94 '93 
4.0% 11.9% 
3.2 13.5 
1.4 13.6 
-0.2 10.5 
2.5 3.0 
Percent 
1993 Change 
$46,311 +5.5% 
15,885 +8.8 
8,193 +0.5 
9,109 +2.3 
6,930 +6.1 
Percent 
1993 Change 
$114,757 +11.5% 
$5,013 
8,754 
3,636 
$17,403 -82.6 
(3,996) +4.6 
(266) +545.5 
13,141 
4,389 -41.4 
$127,898 -0.2 
'92 '91 '90 
12.4% 8.5% 5.0% 
13.5 8.7 13.7 
13.5 7.4 16.4 
13.2 10.5 7.8 
2.8 5.1 4.8 
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The Year That Was . •• 
A Look Back at the 
Major Events of 1993-94 BY JON C. STRAUSS 
Some of the many accomplishments at WPI during the 1993-94 fiscal year are highlighted below against the six goals 
of the Strategic Plan. 
Goal 1: Enhance the Level of 
Excellence in Undergraduate Education 
• WPI's highly successful Global Per-
spectives Program continued to expose 
students to other cultures through on-
campus programs and project and course 
work abroad. A total of 209 students par-
ticipated in off-campus projects in 1993-94, 
up 33 percent from 1992-93. 
• The Massachusetts Academy of Mathe-
matics and Science continued WPI's com-
mitment to improving pre-college science 
and mathematics education. Seventy-six 
outstanding high school juniors and 
seniors from Central Massachusetts were 
involved in the second year of this pio-
neering program of excellence sponsored 
by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
All 31 of the graduating seniors are attend-
ing prestigious universities, including 14 
who are enrolled at WPI. 
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• The combined B.S./D .V.M. pro-
gram, run in conjunction with the 
Tufts University School of 
Veterinary Medicine, yielded 13 
new students for 1994-95. This pro-
gram enables a student to earn 
admission to both WPI and Tufts 
while still a senior in high school. 
• A major grant from the Davis 
Educational Foundation continued 
to support educational initiatives 
in the departments of Biology and 
Biotechnology, Chemical Engineer-
ing, Civil Engineering, Computer 
Science, Mathematical Sciences, 
and Mechanical Engineering . 
These initiatives introduce the 
active, collaborative learning typical of the 
WP! Plan projects into first- and second-
year courses in a cost-effective manner. 
• The new Entrepreneurs Collaborative , 
mode led on the highly successful 
International Scholars Program, began 
this year. Donald F. Berth '57, former vice 
president for university relations , and 
Professor Arthur Gerstenfeld are leading 
a group of faculty members , students 
and alumni seeking to learn the skills of 
entrepreneurship. 
• The Class of 1998 was on track to exceed 
our goal of 650 freshmen by at least 40. Of 
the more than 715 paid deposits received 
by the spring deadline, 21 percent were 
from women and 4.5 percent were from 
students of color. Some 74 percent of 
these students were in the top quintile of 
their high school classes; their median 
verbal and math SAT scores are 530 and 
650, respectively. 
That's the good news. The bad news is 
that there was an 8 percent drop in appli-
cations last year; in order to achieve this 
fine class we accepted 86 percent of our 
applicants. This is a clear indication of the 
high degree of competitiveness among 
technological universities today. 
Our expenditures for undergraduate 
financial aid in 1994-95 should be right on 
our $12 million budget for a tuition dis-
count of 29 percent (it was 28 percent last 
Two examples from the growing 
Global Perspectives Program: Above, 
Corinne Kaehler '96, Michael Conklin 
'96, Kimberley Scofield '96 and 
Antonio Delgado '96, who completed 
a project in San Candido, Italy, last 
summer. Left, Ahmed Al-Baiti '95 
(second from left) and William Herron 
'96 (far right), who studied biogas 
generators in Botswana. 
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year) . The drop in applications and the 
increase in tuition discount argue strongly 
for broadening WPI's programs as well as 
our appeal to prospective students as was 
advocated by the Blue Ribbon Task Force 
and outlined in Th e New WP! proposal 
(see page 2). 
• In response to a challenge from the Blue 
Ribbon Task Force, more than 50 faculty 
members working in teams produced 18 
proposals for the development of new 
programs in what we are calling interface 
disciplines. The objective is to broaden 
WPI's appeal to students who would not 
normally consider an engineering school 
and strengthen our program offerings in 
areas of high societal demand. An ad hoc 
committee of faculty governance chaired 
by Professor George Phillies recommend-
ed seed funding for the best of these pro-
posals starting in the summer of 1994. 
• Following up on work on the freshman 
year learning experience completed as 
part of WPI's 1991 regional accreditation 
by the New England Association of Schools 
and Colleges, a group of faculty and staff 
members organized a three-day Future 
Search Conference in June for over 60 of 
their colleagues. Their objective was to 
bring the excitement of project-based 
learning, characteristic of the upper-class 
years at WPI, to the freshman year. 
Goal 2: Enhance the Level of 
Excellence in Graduate Education 
• WPI awarded 17 Ph.D.s at Commencement 
on May 21, 1994. While this total fell short 
of 1993's record of 28, it contributed to an 
impressive four-year running average of 
doctorates awarded, which has risen from 
seven to 20 over the last 10 years. This 
is a strong testament to the improving 
quality and quantity of faculty scholar-
ship at WPI. 
• In view of our success in awardi ng 
Ph.D.s, the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching this year 
reclassified WPI from a Comprehensive 
University to a Doctoral II University. 
• During the past year, the Management 
Department and the Fire Protection 
Engineering Program delivered distance 
learning programs to remote sites through 
the use of two-way compressed video 
equipment made by PictureTel Corp. This 
equipment is maintained by the Instruc-
tional Media Center for use by the WPI 
community. 
• The University Relations Office was partic-
ularly successful this past year in securing 
industrial support for graduate fe llow-
Above, Judith Nitsch '75, founder of 
her own engineering firm, speaks at a 
seminar offered by the Entrepreneurs 
Collaborative. Left, Michael Ferraris 
'95, left, works with math students 
in a program in cooperative learning 
sponsored by the Davis Foundation. 
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ships. The 13 fellowships now in place 
provide an excellent foun dat ion for 
communication, collaboration, and it is 
hoped, future support. 
Goal 3: Increase the Quality and 
Quantity of Research and its Recognition 
• Twelve-month research support through 
June 1994 totaled $7.1 million, an increase 
of 25.6 percent from the previous period. 
(fhis does not include $5 million in fund-
ing for the Center for High Performance 
Computing, $800,000 in NSF support for 
the renovation of Higgins Laboratories, 
and more than $1 million in gifts designat-
ed to support research.) 
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•The Carl Gunnard Jo hnson Powder 
Metallurgy Center received national recog-
nition and support from the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation and eight corporations. This 
multidisciplinary initiative is the result of a 
collaboration of faculty members from the 
manufacturing, materials and management 
programs. 
• The Alu minum Cas t ing Research 
Laboratory was awarded a $1.4 million, 
five-year contrac t from the U.S . 
Department of Energy as part of its Metals 
Initiative Program. 
• In the Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Department, Professors David Cyganski , 
Richard Vaz and John Orr were awarded 
$900,000 over three years by the 
Clockwise from top, associate pro-
fessor Yitzhak Mendelson (pointing), 
teaches an introductory course in 
biomedical engineering, part of a 
new interface discipline in pre-health 
studies; views of a distance learning 
program in management; a scene 
from a summer conference on the 
freshman experience at WPI. 
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Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(ARP A) for research on model-based object 
recognition. 
• Three of the initial 140 awards from the 
federal Technology Reinvestment Program 
supported consortia lead by WP!: the 
Realization Manufacturing Coalition, the 
Top, from left, professors David 
Cyganski, Richard Vaz and John Orr 
with the products of their work on 
model-based object recognition. 
Bottom, NSF Young Investigator 
Grover Swartzlander. 
Central Massachusetts Manufacturing 
Partnership, and the Massachusetts 
Bioengineering Center. 
• Professor Grover A. Swartzlander Jr., new 
last year in physics , was named an NSF 
Young Investigator with as much as 
$500,000 in support over the next five years. 
Goal 4: Enhance the Quality of 
Life on Campus 
• Four students from the second class of 
WPI's summer program for minorities, 
Strive for College and Careers in 
Mathematics , Engineering and Science, 
matriculated as members of the Institute's 
Class of 1998. 
• The Office of Human Resources strength-
ened WPI's affirmative action hiring 
procedures this past year. Now the hiring 
pools for all jobs with underutilization of 
women or minorities will include suitable 
candidates from whom an affirmative 
selection will be made. 
• Under the leadership of Blanche Pringle, 
the new Director of Minority Student 
Affairs , the first year of Excellence in 
Mathematics, Science and Engineering 
Program (EMSEP), our new minority orien-
tation and advising program, proved an 
extraordinary success. Twenty-five of the 
27 participants will continue in 1994-95 
with excellent reports of progress and 
performance. 
• A two-day Search Cont erence on 
Community and Pluralism was held on 
campus in January with the active partici-
pation of more than 70 faculty and staff 
members, students, alumni, trustees, and 
neighbors. The resulting Pluralism 
Advancement Model, which includes 
specific tasks and timetables to improve 
pluralism at WP!, will be managed by the 
Community Council in 1994-95. 
• A well-attended conference in April 
celebrated the 25th anniversary of the 
admission of women undergraduates at 
WPI. Jane Shaw, president and COO of Alza 
Corp. and a 1992 recipient of an honorary 
degree from WP! , gave the keynote 
address. 
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COMMUNITY LIFE 
• Dean of Students Janet Richardson led a 
community-wide effort to define the 
program for the planned campus center. 
With a program in place, nearly $2.5 mil-
lion raised for the building, and good 
prospects for significant additional fund-
raising, ground breaking for this facility, so 
important to enhancing the quality of life 
on campus, could well occur within the 
next two years. 
•The first year of our new Healthy 
Alternatives Program was a resounding 
success. This program, sponsored by 
FIPSE and led by Mary Cox, started several 
initiatives to educate students about the 
effects of alcohol and other drugs and 
sponsored social and athletic programs 
to empower and support WPI students 
who choose to abstain. 
• The Community Council championed the 
implementation of the recommendations 
of the Blue Ribbon Task Force while work-
ing to improve the sense of community on 
campus. 
• Our NCAA Division III intercollegiate 
athletic program and our active club and 
intramural sports programs continued to 
enjoy high levels of participation and suc-
cess . The wrestling team was the New 
England Division III champion, the varsity 
football team was the Freedom 
Conference champion , and the soccer 
team won the Constitution Athletic 
Conference championship. The women 's 
tennis team was the MAIAW state champi-
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Above, from left, Holly Keyes 
Ault '74, Susan Daly '94, 
Karen Daly '94 and Patricia 
Graham Flaherty '75, partici· 
pants in a celebration of 25 
years of women undergradu· 
ates at WPI. Right, the men's 
soccer team in action. 
on and the women's field hock-
ey team qualified for the ECAC 
tournament. 
• After extensive study, the 
Parking Committee, chaired by 
Professor Ted Crusberg, found 
that the 796 official parking 
spaces on campus can accom-
modate the demand on all but NEIL NORUM 
the worst snow days, given active enforce-
ment. It did point out, however, that such 
important new projects as the campus cen-
ter, the proposed closing of West Street, 
and the "greening" of the Quadrangle 
(including the removal of the main faculty 
and staff parking lot) , will surely require 
the addition of many new spaces. On our 
space-poor campus, that will most likely 
require the construction of at least one 
parking structure, albeit one that the WPI 
community would be loathe to support 
through parking charges. 
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
• The long awaited expansion and renova-
tion of Higgins Laboratories, home of our 
premiere Mechanical Engineering Depart-
ment, has begun. This $8.5 million project 
includes some 20,000 additional square 
feet of space, primarily in a new addition 
adjacent to Alumni Gymnasium, and the 
complete renovation of the original labora-
tories . The addition was scheduled for 
completion in the fall of 1994 with the total 
project to be completed by fall of 1995. 
To date, some $7.5 million in funding 
has been identified for the project, includ-
ing large gifts from the Alden, Keck, Lufkin 
and Stoddard Foundations, an award from 
th e National Science Foundation, gifts 
from several individuals, and anniversary 
gifts from the Classes of 1943, 1944, 1954 
and 1969. Lots of excellent naming oppor-
tunities remain for those who might be 
inclined to provide additional support for 
this important project. 
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•The campus computer network was 
extended to all major residence halls during 
the summer of 1994. The expansion provid-
ed telephone, computer communications 
and cable television services to all rooms. 
• Although it will little change the external 
appearance of the building, a planned 
$ 720,000 renovation of the heating and 
ventilation system in Goddard Hall will 
improve the safety and efficiency of this 
long-time home of the Chemistry and 
Chemical Engineering departments . 
•A complete renovation of Freeman Plaza, 
which sits between Salisbury Laboratories, 
the Washburn Shops and Gordon Library, 
was recently completed . A new look for 
this important campus meeting place 
will set a new standard for our campus 
landscaping. 
•Last fall , WPI acquired the Salisbury 
Estates, an apartment complex adjacent to 
the WPI campus. Presently operated as 
market-rate rental housing, this 108-unit 
complex, which sits on 6.5 acres adjoining 
Salisbury Pond, may become another 
student housing option in the future . 
Goal 5: Meet the Needs of Professionals 
for Continuing Education 
•Our new Nypro Leadership Institute, a 
week-long residency program for midlevel 
managers from the worldwide facilities of 
NYPRO Corp. , has proven to be a great 
success. It is serving as a model for other 
such programs currently being designed 
by the Office of Continuing Education. 
•The faculty approved a new certificate 
program that will recognize the comple-
tion of individually designed programs of 
graduate courses in computer science, 
engineering and mathematics. 
Goal 6: Strengthen WPI's External 
Relationships 
•Once again in 1993, WPI was ranked No. 1 
among comprehensive institutions in the 
North by U.S. News and World Report. 
Interestingly, with its reclassification by 
the Carnegie Foundation to Doctoral 
University II, WPI will find itself competing 
with the likes of Harvard and Stanford in 
future US. News rankings. In this company, 
it will probably be a few years before WPI 
wins a No. 1 ranking again. 
• The Presidential Founders, which honors 
alumni and friends with cumulative giving 
to WPI of at least $100,000, recognized 16 
new members at the Founders Day Dinner 
on Nov. 11 , 1993. 
•The grand total of cash gifts ($11.4 mil-
lion) , gifts-in-kind ($3.4 million) and net 
new pledges ($3.5 million) for the 1993-94 
fiscal year is $18.3 million . This exceeds 
last year's all-time record of $17.3 million. 
•At a joint dinner in October 1993, members 
of the Board of Trustees and the Institute's 
departmental advisory committees heard 
trustee Leonard E. Redon '73, general man-
ager and vice president for market devel-
opment of Eastman Kodak's Imaging 
Group , speak on "A New Kodak." Th e 
seven advisory committees, made up of 
distinguished alumni and friends, have 
proved invaluable in providing advice, 
reviewing progress and developing 
support for WPI's ambitious plans-
departmental and institutional. 
• Seven new members were elected to the 
WPI Board of Trustees during 1994-95. 
George T. Abdow '53, chairman of Abdow's 
Big Boy Restaurants, was elected in 
October 1993 to complete the unexpired 
term of alumni trustee Arthur J. LoVetere 
'60. Claude-Alain Tardy, vice president and 
general manager of Norton Co., Thomas A. 
Corcoran, president of the Martin Marietta 
Electronics Group, and H. Kerner Smith II, 
president and CEO of Riley Consolidated 
Inc ., were elected as term trustees in 
October 1993. Michael A. DiPierro '68 , 
president of Baystone Corp. , and Philip R. 
Morgan, president and CEO of Morgan 
Construction Co., were elected as alumni 
and term trustees respectively in May. 
John C.S. Fray, professor of cellular and 
molecular physiology at the University of 
Massachusetts Medical School, was elect-
ed a term trustee in June. 
Of particular note is the fact that Philip 
Morgan is the fifth generation of Morgans 
to serve on WPI's board. His father, Paul S. 
Morgan, and his grandfather , Philip M. 
Morgan, both served as board chairman, 
and his great-great-grandfather, Charles H. 
Morgan, was a member of the founding 
board. 
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DEVELOPMENT HIGHLIGHTS 
1993-94: A Year of Building 
BY ALFRED R. DOIG JR. , VICE PRESIDENT FOR UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 
0 ne of the joys of working in devel-opment is seeing concrete results from your work-sometimes quite literally. As I've walked across cam-
pus each morning over the past six months, 
I've watched with fascination as a three-
story addition has risen beside Higgins 
Laboratories. Today the addition is nearly 
complete and its gleaming expanses of glass 
contrast stunningly with the handsome 
brick facade of this 52-year-old building. 
The addition is just one phase of a com-
prehensive rebirth of Higgins, a process that 
will , a year from now, produce a modern 
home for mechanical engineering at WPI. 
This $8.5 million project is under way today 
thanks to the generous gifts we've received 
from many corporations , foundations and 
individuals. Prominent among these are $2.4 
million from the George I. Alden Trust, $1.5 
million from the Stoddard Trust, $500,000 
from the Lufkin Trust, $425 ,000 from the 
W.M . Keck Foundation , $222 ,000 from 
Pauline W. Heald, $200,000 from Raymond J. 
Perreault '38, $150,000 from the Elsworth 
Foundation, $150,000 from Norton Co., and 
$75,000 from Mr. and Mrs. Milton Higgins. 
In addition, the Classes of 1944, 1954 and 
1969 dedicated the unrestricted portion of 
their anniversary class gifts-nearly 
$423 ,000-to the Higgins project and the 
National Science Foundation awarded the 
Mechanical Engineering Department 
$800,000 to help rejuvenate several of the 
building's research labs. 
These and many other gifts and pledges 
have brought the total raised to more than 
$7.5 million, leaving about one million to go. 
It is gratifying to see that a substantial por-
tion of the funding for the Higgins renova-
tion and expansion has come from local 
sources: family foundations , corporations 
and individuals right here in the Worcester 
area. This hearkens back to the campaign 
that originally raised the funds to build 
Higgins , a drive in which many of these 
same families and corporations participated. 
The start of the Higgins renovation was 
one of the highlights for WPI last year. In the 
development area , the highlight was the 
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The old and the new contrast in this view of the nearly complete 
20,000-square-foot addition to the 52-year-old Higgins Laboratories. 
$18,246,779 in cash, gifts-in-kind and pledges 
received by the Institute, a new all-time high. 
Of this total, $11 ,384,4 72 was in cash , 
$3,400,099 was in the form of gifts-in-kind, 
and $3,462,208 was in pledges. Included 
in that total is $2 ,245,084 in giving to the 
annual Alumni Fund, also a new all-time 
record total. 
the Institute looks ahead to its next 
major comprehensive fund-raising 
ampaign , achievements like these 
bode well , indeed. The official announce-
ment for the new campaign is still a year or 
more away, but already we are beginning to 
think about the programs and initiatives for 
which we will seek funding. 
Before we can set these objectives , we 
must have a clear idea of the directions in 
which we want the Institute to move in the 
decade ahead. Then we must consider the 
strategic investments-new academic pro-
grams, improvements to the quality of life, 
physical plant changes or additions, and so 
on-that will be needed to create the 
momentum to move us in those directions. 
Those investments, in turn, will become the 
major goals of the campaign. 
This planning process is already under 
way and will continue this year under the 
guidance of interim president John Lott 
Brown '46. But the final stages in the process 
must await the appointment, sometime next 
summer, of WPI's 14th president, who will be 
charged with the responsibility of leading 
the Institute through the campaign period. 
Presidential leadership will play a vital 
role in the success of the upcoming cam-
paign, much as it did during the highly suc-
cessful Campaign for Excellence of 1985 to 
1990. President Jon C. Strauss was instru-
mental in helping the Institute develop the 
objectives for that drive and, working with 
former vice president Don Berth '57, labored 
hard to be sure that the $52.5 million target 
was not only met, but exceeded. In the 
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Fiscal Year 1994 Fund-Raising Results 
(in percent) 
Cash Received * 
$11,384,472 
*Does not include gifts-in-kind 
Total Activity 
$18,246,779 
process, he helped raise the Institute's fund-
raising sights. 
An important element in that sight-rais-
ing process was the creation of the 
Presidential Founders , a group of men , 
women and family foundations who have, 
since the Institute's creation, made cumula-
tive gifts and pledges to WPI equaling or 
exceeding the $100,000 founding gift of John 
Boynton. During the Campaign for Excel-
lence, gifts from the Presidential Founders 
accounted for half of all dollars raised. 
In the years since the campaign, we've 
added 65 additional Presidential Founders, 
bringing the total to more than 200. Sixteen 
new members joined us for the annual 
Founders dinner in 1993, when the Institute 
honored Miriam Rutman and the late Walter 
Rutman '30. Another 16 new members came 
on board before the night of the 1994 dinner, 
at which the White family-Anne and 
Leonard '41 and Shirley and David '75-were 
recognized. 
Clearly, support at the Presidential 
Founder level has made a tremendous differ-
ence to WPI as it has sought to become a 
stronger institution. But in reality, every gift 
to WPI counts. Every dollar we receive helps 
raise the Institute's level of excellence. And 
every thing we do to make this an even more 
outstanding institution adds to our growing 
recognition. 
The quality and innovation of WPI's edu-
cational programs , the reputation and 
strength of our faculty , the record of 
achievement of our alumni-these are all 
good reasons to invest in the future of this 
institution. Another good reason is our sin-
cere commitment to being a good steward of 
your investment. 
Honored at this year's Presidential Founders dinner, David White '75 and his 
father, Leonard White '41, together run the R.H. White Construction Co. 
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Whether you make a gift of cash , a 
planned gift or a bequest; whether you make 
a gift of an endowed fund or a gift that will 
be put to immediate use; and whether you 
choose to restrict your gift to a particular 
purpose, such as financial aid, or let WPI 
determine where it can best be put to use, 
we will use your dollars wisely and make 
sure that they go as far as possible to sup-
port the goals and missions of the Institute. 
You can also feel confident that you are 
investing in an institution that is financially 
sound. WPI recently compared its financial 
picture to those of 46 other colleges and uni-
versities that, like WPI, have received an A 
bond rating from Standard and Poor's. While 
the Institute has some areas of concern (for 
example, there is too little flexibility in its 
operating budget to respond to unforseen 
expenses), the picture on the whole is quite 
favorable. 
For example, in the areas of debt to 
endowment ratio (a measure of relative debt 
load), endowment per student, the size of 
the quasi-endowment (unrestricted endow-
ment funds), and the ratio of quasi-endow-
ment to restricted endowment, WPI has per-
formed better over the past three fiscal 
years than the median for the group of 46 
institutions. In addition, WPI's relatively low 
level of deferred maintenance is laudable. 
Our many generous donors do not make 
gifts to WPI simply because of our financial 
performance, of course. It is loyalty to this 
institution, a sincere belief in its mission and 
outcomes, and a desire to see it become an 
even better university in the years ahead 
that lie behind so many of the contributions 
we receive. 
On behalf of the trustees, faculty, staff 
and students of WPI , I'd like to take this 
opportunity to applaud that vision and to 
thank everyone who has invested in WPI 
over the past fiscal year. On the pages that 
follow, you will find the names of many of 
these benefactors. 
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HONOR ROLL OF DONORS 
Giving to WPI: 1993-94 
WPI gratefully acknowledges the support of the thousands of individuals, foundations and corporations whose contributions of $14,784,571 in cash and gifts-in-kind through the Alumni Fund, the Parents Fund, mini-campaigns and general development efforts during the 1993-94 fiscal 
year (July 1, 1993, to June 30, 1994) are already at work making WPI a stronger and 
more outstanding institution. Space does not permit the listing of all their names. 
An additional $3,462,208 was pledged during the fiscal year. These commitments 
will be listed in future reports as they are received as cash or gifts-in-kind. 
$ 100,000 and $25,000 to $10,000 to 
above $99,999 $24,999 
George I. Alden Trust Walter L. Abel '39 Allied-Signal Inc. 
Philip G. Atwood '37 Joyce G. Adderley Carl W. Bettcher Jr. '41 
Harry F. Chapell '54 Herbert Asher '44 Cushing C. Bozenhard '46 
China Technical AT&T Edward S. Coe Jr. '31 
Consultants Inc. Eleanor W. Bateman Mary Jane Coe 
Davis Educational Robert H. Beckett '57 Corning Inc. 
Foundation John R. Brand '36 GTE Corporation 
Digital Equipment Allen Breed '46 Hartford Steam Boiler 
Corporation Robert B. Davis '46 Inspection & 
Robert A. Foisie '56 Dining and Kitchen Insurance Company 
George F. and Sybil H. Administration Inc. Charles R. Healy '56 
Fuller Foundation Exxon Education Gerald F. Hickey '46 
Estate of Foundation William H. Hills '54 
Edith B. Green '10 Fairlawn Foundation Ingersoll-Rand Company 
Caleb D. Hammond '37 Raymond J. Forkey '40 August C. Kellermann '46 
Pauline W. Heald Hoche-Scofield Foundation Kemper National Insurance 
Robert W. Hewey '40 Richard T. Gates '52 Companies 
Milton P. Higgins General Electric Foundation Paul N. Kokulis '45 
William D. Holcomb '38 Raymond R. Hagglund '56 Mrs. David A. Kuniholm '40 
Howmet Turbine Hewlett-Packard Company Estate of Richard Components John E. Hossack '46 Lamothe '61 Corporation 
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry John H. Lancaster '39 W.M. Keck Foundation 
Hough Gordon B. Lankton Eugene V. Kosso '46 IBM Corporation Liberty Mutual Richard A. Lufkin Trust Rolf Jensen & Associates Insurance Co. Commonwealth of Steven T. Kelley Myles McDonough Massachusetts 
Estate of Mary C. Knight '28 Motorola Inc. Paul M. Murphy '38 
Luther C. Leavitt '34 Pfizer Inc. Douglas G. Noiles '44 
William M. Lester '28 Raytheon Company Norton Company 
The Macamor Foundation Schlumberger-Doll Raymond J. Perreault '38 
Thomas M. McCaw '46 Research Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Tarek M.A. Shawaf '55 
Stedman W. Smith '36 Procter & Gamble Company John J. Shields '69 
Stoddard Charitable Trust Mr. and Mrs. Richard Raymond B. Shlora '40 Prouty United Technologies Elijah B. Romanoff '34 William R. Steur '35 Corporation Harry W. Tenney Jr. '56 
Viewlogic Systems Inc. Texaco Inc. 
Estate of William B. The Torrington Company Howard C. Warren '42 Wadsworth Xerox Corporation 
WPI Alumni Association 
Note: a "p " after a name indicates parent(s) of WP! students/ alumni. 
*=deceased 
WPIJOURNAL 
$ 5,000 to $9,999 Carl F. Simon Jr. '46 
BASF Corporation J. Morrison Smith '37 
Estate of Edith Gates Edward C. Berndt Jr. '4S Snow '26 John E. Bigelow '44 Robert C. Stempel 'SS Anna Harrington Boardman Sullivan Family John Lott Brown '46 
Philip G. Buffinton '49 Donald Taylor '49 J. Headen Thompson '36 Central Sprinkler Company John G. Underhill '44 CIGNA Corporation David T. Van Covern 'S3 Dr. and Mrs. Noel L. Cohen p Charles F. Walters 'SS Daniel I. Coifman '67 WP! Worcester County Club Communications Satellite 
Corporation 
$2,500 $4,999 Allan J. Costantin 'S4 
Donald G. Craig 'S7 Estate of Leslie Morgan 
Paul M. Craig Jr. '4S Abbe '22 
Edward J. Curtis Jr. '64 Paul A. Allaire '60 
Custer Powell Inc. Allmerica Financial 
Cutler Associates Inc. Diran Apelian 
DOW Chemical Company Gerald R. Backlund 'SS 
Mrs. Dwight Dwinell '34 Paul W. Bayliss '60 
Ruth H. and Warren A. C. Edward Bean '44 
Ellsworth Foundation Bemis Company Inc. 
Neil A. Fitzgerald '38 Harvey A. Berger 'S8 
Leslie Flood '46 Paul R. Beswick 'S7 
A.J. Gifford Charitable Trust Harold D. Burt '33 
Greater Worcester Community George Button II '46 
Foundation James L. Carr Jr. '74 
Dale G. Freygang '74 Mrs. Richard A. Carson '44 
Alfred E. Green '4S Coopers & Lybrand 
Hanover Insurance Company Frederick J. Costello 'S9 
Philip B. Heald Michael A. DiPierro '68 
Lawrence B. Horrigan Jr. 'S6 Robert E. Duffy '4S 
Industrial Risk Insurers Howard J. Dworkin 'SS 
Allan B. Johnson '46 John E. Edfors 'SS 
Joseph H. Johnson Jr. '46 Leland P. Ekstrom '42 
Johnson Controls Janet Forkey 
Arthur R. Koerber '40 John F. Gabranski '7S 
Carlton G. Lutts Jr. '46 Michael M. Galbraith 'S8 
Mildred H. McEvoy Foundation General Motors Corporation 
Medical Center of Central Mark S. Gerber '69 
Massachusetts David F. Gilbert 'S4 
Mobil Foundation Inc. The Gillette Company 
Fred S. Moulton '44 Albert S. Goldberg '48 
National Fire Sprinkler Robert W. Goodfader '60 
Association Edward L. Griffith Jr. '69 
Neles-Jamesbury Corporation Grinnell Corporation 
NEMA Michael S. Gutman 'S8 
Werner M. Neupert 'S4 Daniel J. Harrington Jr. 'SO 
New England Power Service John F. Harvey '77 Company Mrs. George W. Hazzard New England Telephone Roger J. Heinen '73 
and Telegraph Company 
Robert S. Parks '93 Trust Rolf H. Jensen 
Polaroid Corporation Charles C. Johnston 'S7 Everett M. Johnson '44 The Presmet Corporation Chandler W. Jones '26 Walter L. Robb 
John T. Rushton '39 Franklin S. June '4S 
Sean D.S. Sebastian '83 Margaret N. Kalenian 
Shawmut Worcester John F. Kelley Ill '6S 
County Bank Richard D. Kirk 'S4 
Hans H. Koehl 'S6 
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John Lee '46 Cole Contracting Inc. Ward D. Messimer '39 Mrs. Richard E. Bliven '27 Paul I. Pressel '44 
Eino 0. Leppanen '32 Christopher R. Collins '56 Charles R. Michel '37 Roland C. Bouchard '66 William Price '37 
Bruce G. Lovelace '68 Charles F.H. Crathern III '52 Bruce D. Minsky '77 Edouard S.P. Bouvier '55 Richard A. Prokop '37 
Russell R. Lussier '54 David S. Crimmins '58 Robert B. Mirick '39 BP America Mr. and Mrs. Gunnar 
James H. Maloney Jr. '46 Gordon F. Crowther '37 Monsanto Fund Craig F. Bradley '69 Randholmp 
Marsh & McLennan Henry S.C. Cummings Jr. '50 Morgan Construction Harrison K. Brown '39 John B. Robinson p 
Companies Inc. Earl M. Curtis '36 Company Kevin J. Burke '60 Robert W. Schramm '46 
Massachusetts Electric C. Marshall Dann '35 Peter B. Myers '46 W. Richard Byrnes '54 Richard B. Scott '54 
Company Mrs. Phillip R. Delphos '26 John M. Nelson John W. Chandler '44 Robert F. Shannon '50 
Frank L. Mazzone '46 Albert M. Demont '31 Robert L. Norton Chevron Corporation William E. Shanok '64 
Richard J. McBride '56 William P. Densmore '45 Robert W. O'Brien '38 Joseph J. Concordia '56 Irving Skeist '35 
Herman Medwin '41 Thomas R. d'Errico '41 Mark F. O'Neil '80 George A. Cowan '41 Edward H. Smith '46 
Merck & Co. Inc. Robert L. Diamond '56 Francis J. Oneglia '42 C. Chapin Cutler Sr. '37 Southern New England 
Microsoft Corporation Walter G. Dick '49 Alex C. Papianou '57 Vladimir T. Dimitroff Jr. '44 Telephone Company 
Harry L. Mirick Jr. '54 Paul C. Disario Jr. '42 Ronald B. Paris '46 Peter C. Dooley Jr. '44 Society of Fire Protection 
Charles A. Mitchell '46 Emerson Electric Company Parker Hannifin Corporation Donald B. Esson '69 Engineers 
MITRE Corporation Cornelius J. Enright Jr. '60 James Z. Peepas '49 Daniel F. Farrar '84 Spag's Supply 
Alfred A. Molinari Jr. '63 Robert L. Favreau '52 Edward H. Peterson '43 James C. Ferguson '41 Stephen W. Spakowsky '69 
National Fire Protection William J. Firla Jr. '60 Edward J. Power Jr. '54 Warner S. Fletcher Harvey W. Spence p 
Association Ford Motor Company Fund John W. Powers '61 Fluor Corporation Mr. and Mrs. Roger Sullivan p 
Northeast Utilities Service The Foxboro Company Henry B. Pratt '32 Victor J. Geraci '84 Edward J. Sydor '50 Company Timothy A. French '73 Olive Higgins Prouty Arthur and Susan Gerstenfeld John W. Sztuka Jr. '70 
David P. Norton '62 Anson C. Fyler '45 Foundation W.R. Grace & Company Donald A. Taft '72 
Henry W. Nowick '56 Herbert F. Gale '34 Simon D. Ramo Lee P. Hackett '61 Robert M. Taft '38 Julius A. Palley '46 Milton W. Garland '20 Edward W. Randall '49 Joseph M. Halloran Jr. '40 Tambrands Inc. 
Public Service Electric & Samuel Ringel '4 7 Roger H. Tancrell '56 
Gas Company C. Stewart Gentsch '58 William E. Hanson '32 Bennett E. Gordon Jr. '65 Kenneth W. Roberts '68 Hercules Incorporated TRW Inc. Raymond J. Remillard '49 Joel P. Greene '69 Rodney Hunt Co. Joachim Herz '54 Steven A. Udell '70 Roger P. Roberge '45 Peter T. Grosch '69 John H. Rogers Jr. '56 Neil M. Hodes '70 United Telephone-Rockwell International Richard M. Gross '69 John E. Rogerson '42 D. Brainerd Holmes Eastern Inc. Corporation 
Grumman Corporation Milton E. Ross '40 Hyde Manufacturing Westinghouse Electric Reynald J. Sansoucy '55 
Ralph P. Guertin '62 Stephen E. Rubin '74 Company Company Sara Lee Corporation 
David H. Hall '68 Anthony J. Ruscito '70 International Association Estate of Hester D. Wetherell Lawrence F. Scinto '51 Wheelabrator 
Kenneth W. Shiatte '53 Leslie B. Harding '41 
Philip B. Ryan '65 for Fire-Sat ety Science Technologies Inc. 
Warren G. Harding '42 David M. Schwaber '65 D. AldenJohnson '54 Society of Fire Protection 
Stephen J. Hebert '66 William F. Shields '64 Timothy C. Johnson '71 
Plummer Wiley '35 
Engineers 
Thomas S. Heefner '61 Paul W. Snyder '53 Charles A. Kalauskas '69 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Jon C. and Jean A. Strauss Wojtowiczp 
Warner C. Sturtevant '45 John T.E. Hegeman '45 The Stanley Works Andrea J. Fielding Kaneb '84 
Howard E. Swenson '44 Leonard Hershoff '43 Edward Stokel '46 Arthur T. Katsaros '69 
Leonard H. White '41 Jay P. Hochstaine '62 Stone & Webster Inc. Thomas C. Kee '54 
$250 to $999 
Peter H. Horstmann '55 Nam P. Suh Jean Keller p Crosby L. Adams '57 
Holbrook L. Horton '29 Lawrence R. Sullivan '40 Atwater Kent Foundation Donald H. Adams '52 $1,500 to $2,499 Hughes Aircraft Company John W. Sutcliffe '38 Morey Kraus Joseph D. Adams Jr. '76 
Michael L. Abrams '77 Clayton E. Hunt Jr. '34 Claude-Alain Tardy Donald T. Kremer '70 Aetna Life & Casualty 
James S. Adams '49 Leonard Israel '44 Marshall B. Taylor '68 Philip A. Kulin '39 Arthur M. Aframe '69 
Robert H. Adams '48 M Howard Jacobson W. Gordon Thatcher '40 M. Leonard Kuniholm '38 Air Products & Chemicals Inc. 
Advanced Micro Devices Inc. Harry T. Jensen '33 Francis G. Toce '60 Arthur Lagadinos '46 Robert E. Akie '73 
Aerospace Corporation Charles F. Jones '48 John M. Tracy '52 Peter H. Levine Akzo America Inc. 
Joseph J. Alekshun Jr. '56 Steven M. Kay '72 Irwin T. Vanderhoof '48 Carl J. Lindegren III '82 Paul R. Alasso '54 
Richard W. Allen '45 Robert C. Keenan '70 Helen G. Vassallo '82 Richard W. Lindquist '54 James A. Alfieri '59 
Robert C. Appenzeller '46 GeorgeJ.Kennedy'45 Romeo J. Ventres '48 Francis W. Madigan Jr. '53 Patricia A. Allard '83 
Arthur Andersen & Company William A. Kerr '60 Davis S. Watson '46 Thomas F. Mahar Jr. '55 Robert A. Allen '59 
Christian S. Baehrecke '56 Kinefac Corporation Charles F. Whitcomb '46 Carlos A. Maltos Diaz '80 Raymond L. Alvey Jr. '50 
Roy E. Baharian '44 Douglas W. Klauber '67 Richard T. Whitcomb '43 Peter J. Martin '62 Alza Corporation 
Bruce M. Bailey '51 Victor E. Koh man '43 David H. White '75 John T. McGrath III '36 Amoco Corporation 
Richard A. Barlow '57 Wilmer Kranich Malcolm K. White '46 Millipore Corporation Arthur W. Anderson '57 
Jonathan R. Barnett '74 Ernest R. Kretzmer '45 Philip A. Wild '50 Paul R. Mullaney '46 G. Albert Anderson '51 
James L. Bartlett Jr. '39 Joseph A. Lagana '67 John Wiley & Sons Inc. Paul E. Nelson '32 Gordon C. Anderson '44 
Leon H. Bassett '51 Walter E. Lankau Jr. '64 John H. Williams '49 Howard I. Nelson '54 Merico E. Argentati '70 
Bechtel Group Inc. Craig B. Laub '77 Richard B. Wilson '39 Edwin F. Nesman '55 Ashland Oil Inc. 
J. William Belanger Jr. '58 John H. Lauterbach '66 Ronald L. Zarrella '71 Rowland M. Newcomb '46 Emanuel S. Athanas '32 
C. Gordon Bell '93 John B. Lawson '63 David A. Zlotek '69 New England Power Company A TOCHEM Inc. 
Donald F. Berth '57 John W. Lebourveau '44 Donald N. Zwiep New York Stock Exchange Dennis Aves '84 
J. William Bowen '66 Thomas E. Lempges '46 North American Philips Avon Products Inc. 
Bristol Myers Squibb Allen H. Levesque '59 $1,000 to $1,499 Corporation William E. Bachmann '50 
Paul W. Brown Jr. '55 Arthur J. LoVetere '60 J. Carleton Adams '23 William J. Norwood III '81 Carl W. Backstrom '30 
Daniel A. Bundza '57 Joseph J. Maggi '67 American Cyanamid John F. O'Brien Frank C. Baginski '45 
John L. Buzzi '57 Zareh Martin '40 Company O'Brien & Gere Engineers Everett E. Bagley '52 
Richard S. Carrara '63 Martin Marietta Corporation Erving Arundale '37 Robert J. O'Malley '39 Brownell M. Bailey '80 
Wilder R. Carson '39 Robert E. Maynard Jr. '63 Edwin G. Baldwin '45 Robert A. Painter '43 Kenneth E. Baker Sr. '52 
Frederick M. Chakour '45 Thomas G. McGee '64 Banta Corporation Alfred G. Parker '33 Norman E. Baker '50 
Edwin B. Coghlin Jr. '56 John M. McHugh '56 Gerald J. Bibeault '42 Philip Morris Inc. Walter J. Bank '46 
Charles H. Cole '30 Samuel W. Mencow '37 John A. Bjork '44 Ralph W. Piper Jr. '42 George M. Banks '69 
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C.R. Bard Inc. Donald M. Burness '39 Robert Cushman Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Timothy B. Hardy '85 
Barnett Banks Inc. Thomas I. Burns '74 Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Fischer p Bradford J. Harper '59 
Carl P. Baron '77 Newton H. Burr '44 Cutroni p Niel I. Fishman '48 Hartford Insurance Company 
John H. Barrett Jr. '46 Carrol E. Burtner '47 Merritt E. Cutting '34 Robert W. Fitzgerald '53 Francis S. Harvey '37 
Francis L. Barry '44 Clifford W. Burwick '56 Walter G. Dahlstrom '36 John J. Fitzgibbons Jr. '75 Alan F. Hassett '70 
Harry S. Barton Jr. '55 Scott J. Bury '88 Bernard R. Danti '56 Stephen L. Fitzhugh '75 Bradford F. Hawley '51 
Robert W. Batchelder '49 Richard C. Butterworth '55 George G. Davenport Ill '69 Patricia A. Graham Charles M. Healey Jr. '26 
John C. Bayer '45 Robert H. Cahill '65 Warren H. Davenport '34 Flaherty '75 David G. Healey '69 
Edward J. Bayon '31 Jean Salek Camp '84 Daniel L. David '72 Robert J. Flaherty '85 Herbert S. Hebel '59 
Karen L. Bean '86 Bernard M. Campbell Jr. '58 Harold C. Davis Jr. '44 Robert W. Flanagan Jr. '74 Fred H. Hedin '26 
Robert W. Bean '82 Edwin C. Campbell '43 Michael A. Davis '62 Florida Power & Light Mr. and Mrs. Ari Helenius p 
Arthur F. Beaubien '81 Campbell Soup Company Paul W. and Sharon C. Davis Company Harold F. Henrickson '36 
Paul G. Beaudet '68 Mr. and Mrs. Armand Dr. and Mrs. Ross Davis p James D. Fogarty '61 John F. Henrickson '65 
Pau!H. Beaudry'49 Capistran p Davis Corporation of Warren F. Follett '69 Peter M. Herron '67 
David S. Becker '56 Capital Cities/ABC Inc. Worcester Alan S. Foss '52 Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Susan Coombs Becker '84 Elso R. Caponi '45 Debra R. Weinstein Dean '83 Thomas R. Fournier '69 Hewitsonp 
Todd H. Becker '86 Dana B. Carleton '32 Phillip S. Dean '35 George F. Foxhall '61 Patricia M. Hickey '88 
G. Standish Beebe '34 Carl H. Carlson '29 Henry N. Deane '31 Charles S. Frary Jr. '34 Merrill W. Higgins '42 
Robert E. Behringer '53 Allen S. Carnicke '75 Domenic W. DeAngelo '79 Roger F. French '44 Richard H. Hill '83 
Hugh C. Bell '55 John W. Carpenter Jr. '46 James J. DeCarlo Esq. '80 Linda S. Fritz '74 Hoechst Celanese 
Salvatore J. Bellassai '42 Patricia A. Martone John L. Dehnert '59 Richard W. Frost '62 Corporation 
BellSouth Services Inc. Carrolo '84 Gene E. DeJackome '74 Richard C. Furman '69 David H. Hoercher '80 
Keith R. Bennett '76 Kenneth L. Case '69 Delta Air Lines Inc. John J. Gabarro '61 George L. Hogeman 
Carl F. Benson '36 William P. Casey Jr. '76 Howard J. Dember '48 Michael Gaffin '55 Franklin K. Holbrook '43 
Penny J. Bergmann '76 Donald E. Casperson '69 David P. Demers '74 Andre F. Gagnon '80 Hollingsworth & Vose 
Paul H. Bergstrom '38 Victor B. Castellani '62 Mr. and Mrs. William A. Cynthia L. Gagnon '82 Company 
Stephen E. Bernacki '70 Paul M. Castle '66 Demicco p Theodore E. Gazda '46 Ralph H. Holmes '37 
Eugene R. Bertozzi Jr. '38 Lee W. Catineau '54 Allen R. Deschere '38 John H. Geffken '63 Mr. and Mrs. John M. Holt p 
Rene R. Bertrand '57 Donald A. Cauley '77 Susan A. Butler DesMarais '86 General Dynamics Honeywell Fund 
Mark A. Besse '83 Robert L. Chang '55 Ralph A. Desrosiers '88 Corporation Keith E. Hongisto '71 
Fermo A. Bianchi Jr. '73 Richard M. Chapman '58 Dexter Corporation William F. Gess Jr. '58 Glendon C. Horne '62 
J. Alfred Bicknell '33 Walter J. Charow '49 Thomas M. Di Francesco '73 F. Clark Gesswein '64 Malcolm D. Horton '50 
William R. Bingham '46 Raymond F. Cherenzia '73 Richard J. DiBuono '62 Frederick C. Gilbert '48 Richard B. Hosmer '61 
Charles N. Bissell '34 Alexander S. Chodakowski '41 Arthur M. Dickey '65 David A. Gillespie '82 Household International Inc. 
Mrs. Harold S. Black '21 Paul A. Christian '73 Richard J. Dickey '85 Andrew J. Giokas '70 Raymond K. Houston '38 
John R. Black '53 Chrysler Corporation Gregory S. Dickson '71 Donald J. Girard '46 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 
Louis A. Blanchard '57 Church & Dwight Robert G. Dietrich Donald P. Givens '66 Howardp 
Henry S. Blauvelt '39 Company Inc. Mario P. DiGiovanni '75 Joseph Glasser '35 William C. Howard '45 
Laurence E. Blomstrom '56 CIBA-GEIGY Corporation Stephen P. Diguette '72 Mrs. Allan Glazer '47 Donald W. Howe Jr. '38 
Earl M. Bloom Jr. '55 Todd R. Cimino '84 Anne M. McPartland Dodd '75 Paul R. Glazier '37 Harris C. Howland '70 
Robert E. Boddorf! '46 Wayne J. Civinskas '77 Glenn W. Dodwell '77 Gerald H. Gleason '49 David B. Hubbell '73 
The Boeing Company George A. Clark '74 Dan D. Doherty Jr. '81 Kenneth E. Gleason Sr. '33 Mark Hubelbank '68 
Joseph E. Boggio '58 J. David Clayton '44 Alfred R. Doig Jr. Arthur E. Goddard II '63 Douglas E. Hudson '83 
John T. Bok '70 Clorox Company Foundation Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Charles N. Goddard '63 Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. 
Thomas A. Bombicino '44 Edward H. Coburn Jr. '48 Doller p Loretta M. Goeller '76 Hullp 
Paula Mesite Bordogna '80 Richard A. Coffey Jr. '51 Michael W. Donahue '90 Edward M. Gonsalves '81 Leonard G. Humphrey Jr. '35 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Morre! H. Cohen '47 William J. Dowd '64 David L. Goodman '62 Thomas F. Humphrey '59 
Borrelli p Matthew V. Colagiuri '88 David A. Drab '85 Alexander L. Gordon '36 Charles F. Hunnicutt '65 
Richard J. Bors '73 Raymond W. Coleman '72 Randall P. Drabczuk '84 Saul Gordon '50 Lewis W. Huntoon '62 
Boston Edison Company Commonwealth Electric John E. Driscoll '28 Denise C. Gorski '75 Daniel Hurley '80 
David P. Bova '63 Company Alfred L. Dunklee '61 Martina R. Gorski-Strong '84 Daniel L. Hussey '25 
Henry J. Bove '4 7 Commonwealth Gas Linda S. Dunn '84 Willard T. Gove '40 Frederick E. Hyatt Jr. '36 
John R. Boyd '69 Company Joseph B. Dzialo '76 Winfield D. Gove '24 IMO Industries 
Michael J. Boyden '74 George E. Comstock '46 Wayne E. Eastman '70 Robert N. Gowing '49 lnstron Corporation 
Russell P. Bradlaw '49 Consolidated Edison of Robert M. Edgerly '45 Paul B. Grautski '84 International Paper Company 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. New York Charles J. Egan '34 Thomas B. Graves '76 Alfred E. Irelan '61 
Brady Jr. p George H. Conley Jr. '46 Edward W. Eidt Jr. '57 Leland E. Gray Jr. '48 ITT Corporation 
Ronald S. Brand '40 John F. Conlon Jr. '55 Eli Lilly & Company Bruce M. Green '69 John P. Jacobson '65 
Melvin H. Bredahl '46 The Connecticut Light & Richard M. Elliott '38 George D. Greenwood '34 Robert S. Jacobson '46 
Alan S. Breitman '70 Power Company Franklin P. Emerson '49 Donald J. Grenier '55 David A. Jacqmin '78 
Fred J. Brennan '49 Connecticut Mutual Life Ensign-Bickford R. Reed Grimwade '50 Eugene A. Jakaitis '52 
Fred T. Brierly Jr. '42 
Insurance Company Foundation Inc. Frank A. Gross Jr. '46 Asjed A. Jalil '61 
Alan K. Briggs '76 
Robert F.I. Conte '57 Richard E. Epstein '63 GTE Sylvania Inc. James River Corporation 
J. Desmond Cook '86 
George E. Brooks '36 John R. Corf '46 
Stephen A. Erikson '69 James G. Hackendorf '60 David S. Jenney '53 
Frederick G. Broshjeit '59 Paul E. Evans '48 Joseph Haddad '34 Mark R. Johnson '81 Nicholas A. Cotsidas '62 
John J. Brosnihan '67 Richard H. Court Jr. '67 
Factory Mutual System Alan R. Hahne! '74 Richard P. Johnson '57 
Gedney B. Brown '55 David R. Fairbanks '52 David L. Haight '44 W. EvansJohnson'51 
Paul J. Brown Jr. '73 
John B. Coyle '35 Alan S. Feitelberg '84 Allan L. Hall '30 Johnson & Higgins 
James R. Buchanan '60 
Roger M. Cromack '48 Peter R. Fenner '64 James R. Hall '76 Johnson & Johnson 
Gary S. Bujaucius '77 Philip B. Crommelin Jr. '52 Martin P. Ferguson '84 Raymond E. Hall '31 Arthur W. Joyce Jr. '50 Marshall W. Cross '64 
Steven M. Burgarella '84 Kevin J. Crossen '73 
Richard J. Ferguson '57 Carl A. Hammar '54 Kevin E. Joyce '56 
Henry K. Burger '53 Catherine M. Culnane '84 
Oscar A. Fick Jr. '38 Janet L. Hammarstrom '80 William B. Juhnevicz '58 
Richard F. Burke Jr. '38 William D. Cunningham '77 
Joseph L. Fischer '46 George E. Hanft '38 Kenneth A. Kadezabek '82 
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John M. Kahn Corporation Maurice Nirenstein '49 Lester J. Reynolds Jr. '50 Eric W. Soderberg '35 
Peter Kalil '49 Charles L. Loveridge Jr. '48 Norfolk Southern Corporation Joaquim S.S. Ribeiro '58 Software & Systems Inc. 
Frank A. Kania '73 Peter H. Lukesh '66 Torbjoern G. Nygaard '75 David J. Ripple '58 Donald A. Soorian '46 
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Joseph J. Hearne '46 Mark A. Jutras '85 Leo E. Lemere Jr. '51 Kevin M. McQuaid '67 James A. O'Neill '93 
James G. Hedrick Jr. '50 Barry J. Kadets '64 Mr. and Mrs. James Lemons p Milton Meckler '54 Bruce R. Orenstein '79 
David K. Heebner '67 Edward W. Kaleskas '68 Roger R. Lesieur '61 Jill E. Fabricant Meier '80 Edward M. Ortman '89 
William C. Hees '59 Stephen E. Kaminski '73 John P. Letourneau '80 Bernard J. Meister '62 Ronald C. Ouellet '80 
John C. Heid '76 Stephen J. Kaneb '82 Nathan R. Levine '36 David D. Melanson '93 Andrew J. Owen '89 
Barry J. Heitner '76 Jay A. Kapur '91 Stephen C. LeViness '82 Douglas L. Melanson '83 Owens-Corning Fiberglas 
William E. Helliwell Jr. '71 Robert Karakoosh '38 Elliott W. Lewis '52 Jennifer L. Mellone '86 Corporation 
Andrew J. Heman '69 Bryan A. Kashiwa '73 John R. Lewis '65 Frank D. Meoli '70 Edward W. Pacek '41 
Allyn W. Hemenway Jr. '57 Francis E. Kearney '50 Jeffrey C. Lindberg '74 Ronald L. Merrill '59 Michael R. Pacek '82 
Alison P. Carroll Henderson '87 Mel G. Keegan '61 Donald E. Lindsay Jr. '84 Frederick P. Mertens '57 Steven S. Packard '72 
Robert B. Henderson '84 Duncan K. Keil! '84 Mitchell J. Liro Jr. '77 Paul J. Messias '90 Richard H. Palm '69 
Robert W. Henderson '48 Keith M. Kelble '91 James F. Liston Jr. '80 John R. Messier '76 Danny E. Palubeckis '89 
Mark K. Pankoski '80 
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Armand L. Paquette '26 Donald F. Rapp '69 Lionel H. Seccombe Jr. '45 Shawn L. Sullivan '72 Katherine M. Kruczek 
Stephen A. Parent '79 Nikitas D. Rassias '72 Joseph J. Sedor '87 Sun Microsystems Inc. Vignaly'84 
Elizabeth Roughan Parker '84 Lionel C. Reed '35 John B. Seguin '51 Robert F. Sutherland Jr. '57 Paul R. Vilandre '58 
Gordon M. Parker '61 Morgan R. Rees '61 David J. Seibel '85 Kathryn A. Spieler Swain '84 Andrew J. Viszmeg '85 
Robert E. Parker '64 David A. Reeves '80 Ralph E. Sellars Jr. '58 Edward I. Swanson '45 Spiro L. Vrusho '57 
Russell W. Parks '41 Melissa A. Young Reeves '80 Stephanie J. Chapman Sequin '84 Mr. and Mrs. John F. Mark D. Waddell '76 
Robert M. Pascucci '72 John L. Reid '51 Lisabeth T. Shablin '86 Sweeter Sr. p Michael L. Wagner '77 
Arthur D. Patten '80 Laurent 0. Rheault '79 Arnold G. Sharp '53 Willard M. Sweetser Jr. '63 Thornton H. Waite '71 
Alvin B. Pauly '69 Christine Ribeiro '89 Peter M. Sharpe '80 Kenneth A. Swenson '78 Kevin F. Wall '76 
John D. Payne '81 John C. Ricciardi '82 Kathleen E. Molony Shea '77 Edward T. Swierz '47 John M. Wallace '62 
James D. Pearl '82 Charles M. Richardson '46 Neil M. Shea '67 Robert C. Sykes '73 Francis J. Walsh Jr. '80 
Robert J. Pearson '80 Donald B. Rising '57 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Shea p Anne-Marie Sylvia '81 Mary Foley Walsh '85 
John F. Peavey '39 Elaine M. Kokernak Ritchie '82 Joseph P. Sheehan '48 Frank Barry Sylvia Sr. '64 Yee Kwok Timothy Wang '90 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip E. Pelletier p Mr. and Mrs. John Rixon p Robert W. Sherburne '78 Alfred G. Symonds '65 Kathleen A. Warburton '79 
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Pence p Joseph J. Roberts '80 Craig Sherman '80 Norman P. Szamocki '74 Robert H. Warburton Jr. '78 
Mrs. Julian B. Pendleton '25 James A. Robertson '26 Howard Sherry '65 Kenneth H. Szeflinski '74 Daniel P. Ward '84 
William F. Perkins '80 Bruce S. Robinson '70 Howard A. Sholl '60 Edward A. Szkutak Jr. '80 Louis A. Wargo '64 
Edward B. Pero '66 John W. Roche lV '80 John R. Shotliff '71 Karla J. Twedt Szkutak '84 Jerry H. Warren '80 
Andrew T. Perreault '69 Paul A. Rollo '87 Siemens-Allis Inc. C. Stephen Szlatenyi Jr. '73 Brian G. Wasko '82 
John J. Perrone '67 Harvey J. Rosenfeld '59 Ojars M. Silarais '65 John J. Szostek '69 John W. Watkins '75 
Edward C. Perry Jr. '47 Sheldon W. Rothstein '61 Mr. and Mrs. Deborah Silvestri p Jeffrey L. Szwarc '80 Steven C. Watson '71 
Roger N. Perry Jr. '45 Thomas H. Rothwell '53 Ronald Simmons '75 Stanley Szymanski '64 Leonard J. Weckel '66 
Russell E. Person '63 Phillip J. Roux '79 William P. Simmons '41 Thomas Szymanski '73 Stanley C. Wells Jr. '60 
Neal D. Peterson '51 James E. Roy Jr. '67 Arthur G. Simonian '87 Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Table p Andrew P. Wemple '74 
Paul A. Peterson '78 Steven H. Roy '83 Harry W. Simpson '58 Bradford Tannebring '78 Ronald P. Wen '88 
Richard M. Peterson '74 Frederick F. Roys '82 J. Robert Sims '90 Ronald D. Tarallo Jr. '86 Mark A. Wendell '74 
Stephen W. Petroff '68 James F. Rubino '74 Charles J. Sisitsky '67 Daniel P. Tarkiainen '80 Richard T. Wester '60 
Petrolite Corporation David J. Rubinstein '82 Neil J. Skidell '87 Phyllis K. Tarnoff p Western Massachusetts 
Peter R. Picard '67 Smil Ruhman '49 Richard E. Skowronski '78 Michael G. Tashjian '34 Electric Company 
Wayne L. Pierce '68 Donald W. Rule '69 William A. Slagle Jr. '33 Caroline A. Tatara '85 Richard V. Whalen '80 
Michael D. Piispanen '88 Jean M. Reny Runge '75 Stephen R. Slavick '73 Norman J. Taupeka '58 Stephen J. Wheaton '85 
Arthur L. Pike '48 James D. Russell '77 Ellen M. Sloan '89 Melinda F. Taylor '87 Mrs. Alfred J. Wheeler '51 
Walter E. Pillartz Jr. '61 William A. Russell '26 Mr. and Mrs. Sylvia Smit p Robert D. Taylor '31 John J. Wheeler '49 
Edward W. Piltzecker Jr. '67 Erin T. Ryan '89 Charles E. Smith Jr. '82 Eugene J. Teir '33 Terry A. Wheeler '82 
Mr. and Mrs. Christos Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rzasap David E. Smith '79 Tenneco Inc. Elliot F. Whipple '67 
Pissimissis p Wayne M. Saari '82 David K. Smith '67 Douglas A. Tenney '86 Gordon P. Whitcomb '34 
Robert E. Pizzano Jr. '85 Jacob A. Sacks '36 Gregory F.X. Smith '78 Andrew D. Terwilleger '62 Robert F. White '64 
Suzanne C. Platt Patricia A. Pfeiffer Salamone '75 Myron H. Smith '60 Donald W. Thompson '50 Mark J. Whitney '74 
Robert T. Pleines '68 Edmund J. Salate '48 Russell M. Smith '47 Ronald E. Thompson '52 Howard P. Whittle '54 
James R. Plummer '91 Mark F. Samek '72 Stephen E. Smith '87 Walker T. Thompson '62 Howard A. Whittum '34 
Joseph F. Pofit '46 Ellsworth M. Sammet '49 Stephen H. Smith '66 Wallace B. Thompson Jr. '49 Richard M. Wholey '88 
Guenther T. Pollnow '66 Edward G. Samolis '52 SmithKline Beecham John B. Thornton '93 Stanley M. Wilbur '62 
Daniel T. Pond '86 Harry W. Sandberg '45 Corporation Michael C. Thorogood '77 Dean C. Wilcox '78 
Kenneth A. Poole '78 Douglas R. Sandor '81 Richard F. Socha '73 Ronald S. Tiberio '92 James C. Wilkinson '91 
Albert P. Popoli '73 Donald E. Sands '51 Thomas J. Socha '74 Thomas C. Tillman '85 Franklyn Williams '44 
Donald G. Post '53 Deborah M. Sanna '93 Walter H. Sodano '40 Brian M. Timura '78 David E. Wilson '66 
Bettina Tuttle Potter '78 Mr. and Mrs. Carl G. Richard A. Sojka '72 Mark S. Tino '80 John E. Wilson '46 
David F. Pouliot '73 Santesson p Stanley W. Sokoloff '59 John E. Titus '80 Joyce C. Wilson '73 
A. Hamilton Powell '37 Mark J. Sarmiento '92 Thomas R. Sokolowski '64 Mark C. Toomey '91 Roger D. Wilson '70 
John D. Powers '72 Lawrence A. Savage '81 Harry A. Sorensen '30 The Toro Company William M. Wilson '35 
Stephen J. Powlishen '74 Brian J. Savilonis '72 Jack E. Speight '84 James H. Torrey Jr. '80 Jeffrey S. Wnek '75 
William F. Pratt '67 Edward A. Sawtell '38 Leslie A. Reed Spiars '89 Melissa J. Towler '93 Robert A. Wojciak '87 
Irvin S. Press '74 David E. Sawyer '76 Gary M. Staab '86 Terry G. Tracy '65 Stephen J. Wojciak '75 
Maurice Pressman '38 Randall P. Saxton '26 Standex International Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Robert F. Wolff Jr. '58 
Charles B. Price lll '76 Raymond W. Scanlon '72 Corporation Triantafillou p Daniel G. Wong '84 
Robert D. Price '85 Elton J. Sceggel '42 Brian K. Standley '88 Paul G. Trudel '67 Ronald W. Wood '65 
Carl B. Pritchett Jr. '46 Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Stanhome Inc. Steve A. Tuch '82 Kimball R. Woodbury '44 
The Prudential Insurance Schachner p Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hugh K. Tufts Jr. '54 Thomas 0. Woodbury '81 
Company Scott E. Schaefer '85 Stankosky p Daniel Turner '64 Gordon G. Woodfall '74 
Michael S. Przybyla '81 Richard S. Schaufeld '76 Thomas S. Staron Jr. '62 Lee D. Turner '74 Robert C. Wright '36 
Milosh T. Puchovsky '88 Herbert S. Schiller '77 John E. Stauffer '60 Paul W. Ulcickas '63 Lisa M. Wylie '80 
Mr. and Mrs. Gaetano Pucillo p Richard G. Schmitt '52 Richard H. Steeves '70 Union Camp Corporation John H. Wyman '36 
Charles C. Puffer '35 Timothy R. Schmoyer '87 Carl J. Stefanik '62 The Upjohn Company Joseph A. Yanikoski '87 
Jay J. Pulli '75 Henry A. Schneck '65 Robert Stein '71 Foundation Yankee Gas Services Company 
Mr. and Mrs. Madhukar Kurt A. Schneider '51 Kenneth J. Steinhardt '78 The UPS Foundation Jon A. Zapolski '92 
Purohitp Edward D. Schrull '72 Robert A. Stengard '45 David S. Ure '87 Arthur Zavarella '30 
William U. Pursell Jr. '59 Raymond W. Schuh '37 Jeanne Travers Stetson '86 Richard M. Urella '81 Robert E. Zawistowski '78 
Donald W. Putnam '32 Roy N. Schumacher '80 Paul B. Stewart '60 David J. Usher '64 Louis W. Zitnay '70 
Stephen M. Pytka '68 Eric L. Schwartz '84 Mary-Jane Hall Stimson '81 Alan M. Vale '92 Frank J. Zone Jr. '70 
Michael P. Quarrey '83 Andrew D. Schwarz '86 Philip B. Stiness '84 Erik C. Van Bork '84 Zurn Industries Inc. 
Robert K. Quattrochi '49 Science Applications Robert A. St. Jean '60 Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. 
Peter L. Quinn '89 International Corporation Donald F. Stockwell '51 Van Kirkp 
Richard P. Quintin '55 Charles P. Scopelitis '73 Thomas A. Storey '80 Arsenio Vargas '88 
Peter Rado '70 Gregory A. Scott '77 Lisa Krauss Strampach '80 Robert P. Vary '91 
Mr. and Mrs. Sheikh Rahman p Richard A. Scott '62 Stephanie A. Strohbeck '84 Richard D. Ventre '74 
Surinder S. Rana '84 Richard A. Seagrave '48 Michael R. Strong '93 Andrew F. Vesper '85 
Ronald P. Ranauro '83 Robert P. Seaton '43 Peter J. Sugda '61 Joseph P. Vignaly Jr. '82 

